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for Infante and Children.
M Hateman's Drops, dodfrey's Cordial. =my soeslied Soothing Syrups, and
most remedies for children are composed of opium or morphine /
OTHERS, Do You Know th.,
De To. Knew that opium and morphine are stupefying oarcotic poisons
 ?
p. Tea Anew that in most countrtes druggulta are not permitted to sel
l narcotics
wtthout labeling Deem poisons!
De Tea Know that you should not permit any madichisi to be given 
your Child
eaten you or your physician know of what It Ls compound ?
De Ten Knew that Castor* is • purely vegetable preparation, and th
at • list or
tts tagredients is published with every bottle?
De Tee Know that Cactoris Is the prescription of the famous Dr. Samue
l Pilaster.
Mud it has been In use for nearly thirty years, and that more Castor* Is 
now sold thus
at another remedies for children combined
De Ten Knew that the Patent office Department or the United Stat
es, and or
ether countries, have issued exclusi•e; right to Dr. Pitcher and his assigns to
 use the word
'Caotarta" and its formula, and that to 1m/Late them is • stater prison 
tames
De Yes Haww that ow the meow for gyrating this goverment
 grotemica was
because Cabbala had been proven to be alieelately hartaleast
De Tea Knew that 35 average done of Castorn ars tuniabe
d for 35
alliate, or one cent adage 1
De Tea Krum that whets possessed of this perfect preparattork IOW
 alkaline may
S. kept well, and that you may hare unbroken rest f
Wall, deem Wags are worth knowing. limy are bola
The fae-sintille
'armature of 1.ttre
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castorls.
Mt/Twit/ miiitttiuttt iutffisitthuViii
E if ow To 1.14.p
3 -
E wAilm3 •
Heating Stove and get the Celebrated
3.
E
a gpecial Prices to 'school Houses and Chur chca
E They can be closed up so as to keep fire 24 hours. Will
3 
burn either hard or soft coal.
ROGERS a WOSTENHOLII Pocket Knives and R
azors
E The largest stock of these ever brought here. Sash, Doors..4  Blinds, Lime, Cement, Laths, Flooring, Siding and Ceiling
IP
Mantels, Grates, Hearths. - Shot Guns, Rifles and 
Pistols
_ Paints, Oils and Glass. Wagons, Buggies and Carta
. Nails
Locks and Hinges.
a Also Bieveles At Cost!.  E
E aa Furbps & Bro. E
aiiirtiiiMiiintai tit iiirtiiiIrtUntligi:
Reinecke Coal.
Ragsdale, Cooper & Co.
- P ROPE I IITORP Or-
WAIN : STREET : TOBACCO : WARE11011SL
BETwERS TENTR AND ILLAWSNTH
Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
W. E. RAGSDALE. Salemnan
C HANBEhRY M. F
 OHRYER
People's Hat- bery‘Shryer.-Proprietors,_
areh )use R. R. bet. 10th & 11th.Hopkinsville, Ky.
areinladentl .• 4-t•en to sampling is"d selling tobacco consig
ned o ;idea D
t b•000 in stole A I tobacco insure nide= otherwise in, tria
cted
P CAMPBELL, Pre.4. J. E. MCPHERSON, (33
Bank of Hopkinsville !
(INcoitPoRATED 1865.)
inpital and Surplus $275 060
--=.=c"roms
_K P. (7ANIPBEI.I.,- --JOHN P. GARNETT-
!) . I?. IAEA ICD.- - Du. E. S. STUA K
T.--
- C. LUSH -
gm =NM
111118 B.tmic Adr.4 it -I customer every booking
 16eiliIN
oral treisone.at, pro iiipt ittid cartonl attent on to a
ll hue.-
'ee• nutruAted. CoJititEeP") NDIONCE NHOI
CITED hit Ilioest
•titOriflp atiliz a eh MO Or division 
of ,heiraceount4.
a.




Prriecri PLANTER'S WAREHOUt E
ilopkinsville, - - Ky
C. H. LAYNE
Livery, F. ed & Sale
Stable!
orosm over Bank of Hope:will.
OM • Ali Nig t,-- I
 Ky. I
rItnati mcKEE
Good 1Rigm Yuri:110W day or night.
SPECIAL AT I ENTION GIVEN TO BOARDING HO
R)3ERT WOOLDRIDG I
A.t.t..arn.wv
wiper .,4;:',:;:"Prnse.; Livery, Feed and Sale Stable.
tlai et sir 2s1
Mkt 





The President has Sen
t
a Message to Coimre>s
About it.
The Bolds Amounting to a Lit
-
tle liesd4 Than SG•2,400,000
Will be for the Pur-
chase of Gold.
--
*rectal to the New ite,
1 d 7natisha-in:;:it,";11cF 't ha I o9.s. -1 uTg6PieePter-segi •
• Correia:
The eletAl• of sn errange
noeut have
beet, eoncluded with parties 
aloud
••,,t4yr able to II ; 'heir artr
eetict•-tor,
• tioldbY bond. 4,1 
the United States,
1
ninoesed under the act of Jot) 
4,
.1875 pey•ble in coin, thir
ty year's
after their date, with in,ereet a
t the
rose 'f 4 per cent. per *Dunne i
e th•
trate•uto of a il , t I 0 lane thrill, $6
2 4110 ono
are to be Imitied for the poi 
chine ot
gold Cfnii, ert3OUntlew to et 
Mtn
lig,,,ly in f`IerRR Dr $E6,00n,0
00, 10 I.
.• •:11, rod it, the Treasury of
 It,.
lloir•-d Steam, sho•h mum, e
dded t,
he god now held in our repel 
ye, wil.
reeture smell referee ea DP to 
intik*. I
m nor to something more
 than $100,-
000,0W.
••••neh premium la to he 
allowed et
,... 0 ,vernme. t as tn fix the 
rate f I
• *. re-, up -u the ...stoner of 
god re -
x. d r.t 'he rate ot 3?., pet 
cent pe.
ei UM. A• !rapt ohe t, .'f 
of lite g..lee
- " b. 
.111.thiii.e. from abroad, 'toilet
i. a vet), impotent end 
faver,b
lenitive of the s ransa,•I MO.
"Tee orleile.re ja e•projally 
reeerv
A to the 0 ivernmeot to 
substitute
t p .r S I' 11 es ten Amyl. from this 
da,• ,
,..0 of elle 4 , -r cent cam blood-,
ii. r Is eeeee • ire !inn. payab
le iit.ge..,
o , boar' g 'mi. 3 ver swot in 
res,
f the issue of the same 'shoul
d in lee




F. b. fit ti 1845
R tied hv J. H Eggieton, of A-
L tile Cu., Leaf Dealer.
ra. ft, rings were very ligbt t hit
eeek on account of lb. continuer"
-sid weather, theref.ne receipts w
e-e
imperatively light.
Tbe oreak, ite a whole, Wee 
very
oo ,r ad neticisacrupt wilt.
'teen, which caroled the market I.
-ppm- lower than the previous week
tow ver when there W a bogsh
eaft
eharaoter bud good brown color tti
tiding wa. spirited uuchange
e sone, from last week as the him
ade is wanting such ti.baeco eri I
ori length, whorl, 'two will to
o «stay of long In the Dm atop tar a
he loose trade is practically : at
enciptili, as the thermometer i
.ugiug close to s.,ro, tberefore it
UI er the queetiou to think of ban,.
•.giob.co,, under in. circum•tauce
d oiluditions tile • •-•ther
I wish to call the f erulre' specie
•ent too again to be •ery clitoral It
s og their tobetle0, to prise Ito
eeti Urbane-0 in a separate hogehea.
len lbw brown and dark colors 1.
• and lug., whtch will pay then.
to m do Wbereaa, If they au
nixed, the trade w111 take then
Illy at • redueed price,. I !Wok
tot advisab-e to force sale on th
4. esti klbdill Until later ir, the reale°,
rraa,h, luge, new .... ..$1 60 to $2 00
tOetunsou lugs new  200 to 30(1
,letilutin lugs new .. 300 to 350
'tad lugs Dew . 350 at 450
3 fel o 4 So. IMMO° leaf urw 
ilediutat leaf new.. .  75 to Is 0
la Mite 9 U.r•ot d leaf tom 
-.elect toils  ....,.uobe
Or. Price's Cream Bettina Pesky
Mast Perfect aisea.
D11 'OR SI:IT'S.
Wtil'e Christian county hios Sep
p with the procession in the matri•
ininsial boom which has been on 
for
oleos+ time-there having been &bow
160 marriages here since th• first o
f
Septembar, we have also gotten stone
quits Weil in the matter of divo
rcee
'he records In the le of Cirouti
Clerk J M. S erittos ',how that 
there
.re Dow 48 putts', f• r divorce on 
the
docket for the term • f court abler
,
elli begin in ibis city on the fourth
Monday the present month, ot•
there yet remalos about a week it
which suits can be brought th•re
.n-.y be even more than this when
the d wk.& is closed. Of these 4b
suite, 19 are new One., and the re-
itisiulug 27 were brought over front
tee la.t term of the Circuit Cour'
Toe mei oity of these suits at.
,rought negroare, arid lis n
icest
oeareei the women is he pielutifT
As marriage is mostly a lottery, ii
w Leh ihere IN • large number i
o
Di 0.s., suiiirmoui.1 booms are lu-
v trietey follitered uy booms in th
.
divorce court., but th• ebbe. now
d are nor the to-putts of lbs. w
et
• 'wows! boom, because the time he
not yet cove for the reactinu Bu
,
Joe wait eb,ut a ettaroir eogbiete
overtime and ,h-n notice carefully 
tb.
• rd.. pubs timed le the papers from
• I part. d tue country •uti it wilt to
eeen nowt many persons drew blew
the great lottery Die all sides tou
will See suite for divorce fli0d.
Woo will say that those p -opt@ are
,,ot the happiest who declin• to put
-int be yoke?
A Great Battle
14,rontinuroly going onto the human
system. The demon of impure blow
strives to gain •itoory over the con-
stitution, to rola the health, i• drag
vie ims to the grave. Hood's Sarsap-
&rills Is the weapon with which to
defend one's self, drive the desperate
enemy from the field, and restore
bodily bealth for many years.
Hood's Pills cure nausea, siekness,
indigestion and billiousoesc 26c.
Bradley Bros.
Where Wooldridge's livery stable
now stands, Wadley Bros. will, wLen
the wheat her permits, erect a hand-
some brick building, which they will
use as an iofirmary for horses place
d
in their care for 'cleat Hid treatm
ent.
This building will be a great addition
to the appearance of that portion 
of
Ninth street.
Rheumatism Cared is a Day.
"Mystic Cure" for rheumatism and
neuralgia radically cures In 1 to 3
days. Its action upon the listen] is
remarkable and mysterious. it re-
moves at ones the cause and the M-
iaow immediately disappears. The
firs' dose greatly benefit., 75 cents.
Sold by R. C. Hardwiekud, druggist,
:eorge T. linhle, ft
01111111e, lois in his
I h ...I was to ole arid






AGAINSI HIGH NIS. I
 .4
The Superiotemiseut aff
et uor ien ys t het th
wees
trecherst of the Stwe
reit move, 'hie month,
funds u band s, 1,1esons
linty school 
Illeesaa That Weyer Varied, Tot W•r• 1.1- dabli this hilt's,- IlivTrre -reedil Burl-
man Cole, who had remained um the
/101. receive _
 
ways Deplete With Excitement.





II in 1776 He
Ehibition at
lal Expoeti ion.
A Good App. Intment.
Mr W B. H ere., Jr.. of Eiltien,
ha he,„,,, Ctsj,,Iflt 4 bt Cootie% Jierlge
Br-tow •e the offlem • IF P hic A-
min s,r..or and Go .1 diat. f ,r Todd
County. The appointmeet is a good
No Answer Vet.
Sine di>. •fic • we puollahesi a
ehallenge ft urn J re Dotes, • barber at
Ward'- shop in which be eft -re to
wi-h env man in the Sate
A number of p4p.re hay.. copied 
rip
erode-lige, but as yet he has received
no reply.
- -
But Ho Didn't Cigarettes
Hartumu West. Iok N Y
died a fee 1.aye logo, aged 96 years.
Wee' ey began tn E.114.11 teb scent at ties
age of to .n -five and cen•umed
(round of Virginia ',leg every weet
a .,1 drank a pint of B ,urb iii whi-k.
regularly eae.h day. Hui mental lac
uities were uulcupaired until ill,
A Supplement.
else T di Coutit v Pr ,greee •en!
•Ii •I• 1,4ne ef this week a buns. es-
seen, eflot.IDiott soiverteeno not .
H spkineville businese menoeno fie
u es and f .ete about ml &coo esOse her.
and el-ewhere. L I. a greol idea It
mend figu••4 ebnut fathom.° , to
1 3, farmer in inn, desor.c., st leftft.
*hers ilie EEKLY Kb:ell:COY NEW
Ea. it. nor w • i,,ake hat eI
he -us" each sold every fess,
d Goitre ill regard to lb. tobacco It,
het eupplemstit Ilse raIrsrady been is
weitnly,,ie weotv ear weitak,iteeor,
4 (toluene, or more t all Ill .;1•re 
r.;
ntereto in inhere', circlet., and qii.4
receop a prioes of ever,
,u,retat in th•• Uoited arid ?I.
-h-pm•nts to'foreign 1st do. This i
or for yea e heeu • opeelal d•
oartment in our wee- ly issue, end a
facto worth knoiwiog isi regard to tr -
'ewe° esen alwass he found thete
free DAILY end WEELT KICNTUCKY
VEW ERA have always fought f
he elopain••sile tobacco mar
. et ;
-ever allowing the fear of losing
few advertioemeuts of Ciarksvils
,
warekou-es to close Its column. whe.
frauds were to be e eorteed in th
C erkoville mirkot. Bit It le no
worth while to mentiou thee@ facts
as the public has often noticed (loos
an I et tromented feenrably on them.
lie Deservealt.
mr. Wallace 51.-Kay, writ log in Its
liodetown Record, say.: You he,'
good dem of talk about tee race (ii
verisor, and shies the sanootroie-
'sent of Contresesuan teloue ti•w in
...seat in the race has been aw•keneo
F' my memory serve4 me ri h
be sovereign Denicracy of Het.-
y in etonveio Ion stesesenbi-
el Vireo yeara ago, promned its.
nainattion this year to that Imo-
othful of De-n toratsiand ko ght
.nstoGien p Wet Hardin. %Yuen tb
onvention that nominettd (I ry
Brown was In turmoil of confueioi
exeitemeni Gen. Hardin &Weane-
d to the cage and withdrew his
-me in a presets that carried t b•-
retrain n by storm and won for bin
the drat place in the hearts of th•
"ye in the treo•hea. They then an,:
•ere paid to him: "Thou haat fough
good tight awl keep the faith Thot
t the I rueo of DJ rii and the strand
-et of D•niocrais Thou Inuit beets
faithful over a few things; at tt e
ore! State cr uventinu we sill make
tree ruler over many," T its ersv.-
;ant was. made and accepted lot 11 •D.
elerdiu. He hells-v.• that it will b.
stept iti•I slate et. Herein] ha. earn-
ed the nominstl tu title year by twes -
verlve years of the no et faithful ant'
valiant service. It Is. hie life drean.
0 be Governor. Whereto the D-m.
ecrat who would break the coveneni
made with him and keep from hi.
orally the crown he has so richil
-weird"
Whoa Baby was dee we save her Cautorta.
ghee Ni. was • mai, she cried for castorhe
!rhea Ni. became Ewa, she clung to Castoria.
Mira Ni. had (...1111dran, she gars them Carted..
A Mistake this time:
Fr- ati an Earhouge
The other evening se a muscular
person was passing a bowie a lady
who stood at the gale called out 10
hint: "Sir, I appe•I to you for pro-
tection!"
"What's the niattei ?" He asked
as he sropoeti short.
"Thete'e a man in the house and he
won't go out of doors when I asked
him to"
"11.9 wee't eb! We'si see about
'bat." Thereupou the man gave the
woman his coat to hold and sailed in
o the house,. He found a man at tbe
supper table told tonk him by the
oeck and remarked; "Nom style ol
▪ y,w ale, et.? Come too of tbi•
o Ii break every bone in your
oily !"
The man fought, and it was not un-
fits chair had been breken aud the
stale upset that be was hauled out of
doors by the legs and given • 11 ug
through the gates.
"Now, then, you brase-faced old
emote, you move on, or Pal thaish
you
' Tramp! Tramp!" shouted the vie-
tin as begot up. "I'm no tramp! I
own this property sod live In this
house !"
eYou du?"
"Ye*, and that's my wife holding
your cost."
"Thunder !" whispered the muscu-
lar man as be gem Id from one to the
siihe• and realiz.d that it was the
w•fe's method of finishing a row she
had been having with her husband.
Awl then he made a grab for his coat
and disappeared lute the darkness.
Marvelous Results.
From a letter written by Rev. J
Gunderman, of Dimoudele, Mich ,
we are permitted to make, this ex-
tract: "I have no hesitation in re-
enmniendlog Dr. King's New Dis-
covery, as the results were &triplet
morveions in the case of my wife.
While I wax ;astor of the Baptist
church at Hives J see, toe s
he was
hrssught down with pneumonia suc-
ceeding La Grippe. lerriole par-
oxysms ot coughing would at hours
with little interruption and it seemed
salt she could not survive them. A
friend recommended Dr King's New
Discovery; it was quick in its work
and highly satisfactory in results."
Trial bottles free at R. C. Hard wick's
drugstore. Regular sine 50e and $1.
through which the Illinois river creep▪ while one of the sloop's crew was mart
Bill in the Missouri House May tu the town for medical aid.in its winding channel to joiu the Fa'
tber of Waters. From its junction with
the Illinois and Michigan canal to the
Mississitpi 18 counties contribute to its
boundaries. All of these counties are
rich in fertile lands, heavy timbers or
mineral deposits. Trine was, and not so
long ago, wben each of these counties
boasted a flouriehtug village on the
banks of the Illinois river. Steamers,
"packets" as they were called in those
flourishing days, moved up stream and
down, one, sometimes two, each Way
daily. From Peoria to St. Loot., includ-
ing stops for freight and passengers at
intermediate stations, was a Journey of
two or three day.. Each boat made a
round trip in a week. Everybody trav-
eled by boat. Mails and freight for in-
land points to central and rem:ahem Mi-
l:Mel were dumped at "landings" near-
en to their point of destination at all
hours of day or night. River men were
primes of fortune, who drew enormous
salaries and were looked up to and re
vered as superior creatures who lived in
the big world outside the river villages.
Every town along the river boomed,
saloons were numerous, and house and
stores were built on piles if the •Illage
happened to he located in a spot sub-
yeses to overflow. There was no limit to
the enterprise of the land owner nor the
height of the piles. Everybody scram-
bled to locate nearest the eteamboat
landing. The wee:adman, with a score of
wagons laden with fuel; the farmer and
huckster with a eartful of vegetables,
eggs and dairy product.; the merchant
and idler, the maid and youth and
school children were always et the land-
ing when the big ietenmer with a final
chaw-chaw of the exhaust pipes and last
revelation of the paddle blades swung
easily against the piling at the big ware-
home: dock.
The !witty and profane mate, the
scores of colored dockhands, the rocifer-
ous cries of hucksters, the murmurs of
admiration for the captain, who always
stood on the texas clad in gold braided
uniform, with his hand on the rope at-
tached to the clapper of the big bell-
all these were it part of the scene at the
arrival of every steamer. Then the cap-
tain would become impatient and pull
the clapper of the big bell viciously
against Si ham= dike .1e awes In-
dulged la mere pretanny plashed in
louder tone while the shuffling negroes
would forget their (ironing for a brief
time and hasten their laggard steps
The pilot, autocrat of the steamer,
peered lazily from the windows of his
little cabin. ehifteel his wheel, touched
a little cord above his head, and from
the engine room came the pound of two
shrill whistles, warning to the engi
neer, who perhaps had clambered into
his hammock for a short nap. that In •
few minutes hum would be east oft and
the boat would be ready to prooeed $o
the next landing.
Day and night this scene never varied,
save that at night there were fewer
females and children at the landing, but
the picturesqueneset of the scone was
heightened by the braziers, big as a bar-
rel, filled with pitch, pine and other in
Bammables, blazing fiercely and fur
Dishing light for the work of siding
Those were the days when the Di Ver•
non, George B MeClellan, Ruby, City
cif Pekin and other magnificent side-
wheel steamer* were in the river trade;
when the Ebaughs anti the Ryders and
the Farwells owned and piloted these
floating palates, made fortnnee and were
the big men of the valley. In those
days, too, the river was a navigable
stream for nine months of the year
Mighty floods charmed the channel every
spring, while the early June rise made
the stream incognito to the shrewd-
est pilot The rushing waters ate into
solid banks of enormous trees and tons
of mirth. These would finally strand
with the sabsideuos of the waters, form•
tog dangerous obstructions and innu-
merable sand bars. The channel of to-
day would peat week present an impene-
trable harrier to the river steamer.-
Beardstown (Ills. Lotter in Chime
Herald.
Solve the Proble7.
CHURCH AS WELL AS
THE 4 TI.H.
Five Dollar Flit. Impotod For Wear
lag Them In Asy P. tolle
Assembly.
irieelal to the Ne FM.
J•frersou Feb 11 -R-P-
tereen tat tee DeReign, of el 'Ott county
o bile en route home from J. ft -noon
In'- oteer night, ettended the
treater at St. Leuls. He secured •
seat flee or six rows removed frons
'lie melts-etre ad congratulated islru
weir that he would witness the per
formmece fr. uu an ad•antegaeus pc--
-.Mon, but, recording to hie owe
story, tie never saw an actor or
•,r acirees during the two hours'
nerformanae.
"There was • woman in front of
ao"eeid A-present tveDelteign tbi-
morning, ''with big fluffy sleeves ane
a hat with a stack of feather. on I ,
ehleh -obetructed all vision. That
ssot the onle reason why I I fr-r. d tb•
but it brought the isubj eel. to no:
-.newton."
he bill to which the Scott B -pre-
-.tentative refers was Introduced be
rilm ibis root uing and places him ro
he popular side of a growiug °own)
vio0N: 0.10 of it reads:
'Every person who shall wear all
oat or head toot-ring in any pubos
so...nasty, etsurch, theater or otto
gathering during any sermon
week] or pub!in performence shal
he de, nod guilty of a miedemeaue:
nil need iu the a um of f5
Woman's Edition.
1.11r• MAI-M.2/1 11.. H111111* r was let
eek edited u• pie women of the'
• ace, arid the pater was a 11101111 e•I
rile! t one Among the contributor
•er. Mr. J., F Foerd and Mimi tea -
re IV F 'and, of E‘rlingi on, both r•
twin hal good, I teresting alt cite
tt,s F wrote about the moderi
taking the stand that its in.
ti term wee bad rattier than good, arra
nal its pope larity did not steak we's
f •t• the reeding public Mrs. Fos,,
wrote about J span,-the babies ane
wooing of the people.
A copy if the "Woman's E.lition'
vas pritited ou white silk and will b.
rent to Mrs. Cleveland to let her ie.
•loit Kentucky women can do. Tb•
s•per contained sheen ptges of live,
well prepared, Instructive, and eti
ertaluing matter
 • ••••••••• 
- Cut His l'hroat.
A cutting aff' ay at tiebtee Friday
sight reeultsd in the to IL.us it-jury
/CM B rigs, the City Meridian.
V C Wiliinghsm the twenty year
Id son of C. 14 Willingham, • prom
emit dry goods nierchsut, had made
ono° slIghtitsg remark, about Biggs
rho men met in a saloon Friday
oight and Bore began islusitor We •
I Jghann, kuockleg him down 11100
I ;tiepin( on tbe ptoetrate
Willingham drew hie knife abs'
I-rked it acres* the Girt at of Wipes
['hey were then separated It
tissue:it Rims. Is rieriouely irjured.
Wonderful.
Taste died tu Froiukfort Monday
.101 ft remarkable personage Mrs
%labels McDowell, born Om. 8, 1e00
ihe was the gr. at-grand-slather
uuth•r-a great-great-grandmotbei
who has tern five generation,
s•e and pass away.
The must remarkable fact about
ier loogesvity is that alas lived to see
gr rid child becomes erand-paren,
She was the mother of one daugb
en PIZ grand children, thirteei
great grand-children; arid one great-
4reat grand elvid
Princeton.
The Fria eetini Biou•r says that
there were 160 ,oeverte at the meet-
ing recently bold in that place by
Rev. W. P F.fe, the "drummer even-
collet." The preaching ha4 since
been carried on the Rev. S. F. Fowler,
.f Madisonville. All next week the
pastors of the ••rions churches a
Princeton will preach, and on the 17 1
list, Ita• J. H. Boy •t, a Baptist





M 'warmer), Ky, Oct. 4, 1893.
Yee, indeed, I can say somethlui
for the E ectroloise. I have pewees,-
ed it only a few motethao but have
•nund it a greet relief in indigestion.
orpid livertIndsgeetion‘rbeumatisno
lervotemeee, slieepleesnese, effects of
a grippe, etc. I am 58 years old, moo
lave been a potterer a long time, SOO
found little or DO relief from medi•
'in.; but the Pokse has beeu entirely
Istferent. The Poise has worked
'wonders with me even in so shorts
!me; my health Is greatly improved,
stud I feel like a new man. I am al-
most youtig again. Can work now
irsd not get exhausted in a few min-
sites. I owe It all to the Kleetropoise.
Hive alto toed it in my 'smelly, sod
osund it all you represent It to be
sly children all snow its value a, d
-all for it daily ti r their many p
ains,
'ula and bruises. I could not pert
with mine under any elretimetancee.
L. R. HUBBARD.
/Sr Electropoise put out o
n trial






The Republic, supplies its lady read-
•rs with cut paper patterns 
of all
kinds for ladies, girls, boys and 
men.
All of seasonable garments, of l
atast
styli sand at a cost of
ONLY I0J
Elsewhere they roost from t5 to 40
cents.
Designs of new garment. are pub-
lished every week in The Republi
c
with an order blank for the p
atterns.
Thousands of ladles In every State
have purchased the past year 
and
never a complaint.
They are invaluable and you can
cave many times the price of 
the
paper.




ONLY $100 A NEAR.
THE "TWICE A WEEK" will be
sent FREE FOR ONE YEAR to an
y
person sending, before March I, a clu
b
of three New yearly subscribers,
 with
$8 to pay for tbe same.
If you want a package of Samp
le





George Carrel. well knows as man-
ager, actor rind writer, was belling of
his early experitoosa, and his tale of
lb. platform cigar is Ion good to escape
publicattoo.
"When I teed to travel round the
provinces in the old days." said,
"them used to be some funny sighta
fon know that nearly all the traveling
companies pas' through the big junction
at berby. In fact, one Sunday there
were more than 12.000 actors and ac•
tresses to be seen.
"Now, on the train yea might have
seen the 'pos.' with clay pipes in their
months and shabby caps on their heads,
playing with greasy packs of cards, but
as soon as they were near the junction
there would he • transformation.
'Off would go the smoking cap, and
the pipe would he carefully hidden,
while from the rack would come a top
coat, with a wisp (if aerrakhan, and a
rakieh looking hat. Then the crowning
glory of the getup-the platform cigar
-would be lighted, and the 'pros' would
step out at Derby as though the railway
company belonged to hon.
"His acquaintances were all 'Deah
boy,' business wan always magnificent,
even though in point of fact the ghost
had not walked on the previous day
led ors the aterawas, end•
his swagger Would nearly raise the eta -
lion roof.
'But when the (hangs was over and
the 1111211.1111er CO11111,1130(1 his journey the
coat and hat were taken off and put
upon the rack, the old cap and greasy
cardn were once more taken out. the
platform cigar was put down and the
plebeian clay pipe taken up in its stead.
"And when another big junction was
reached the whole blithe-es was repeat-
ed. "-Loudon Sketch.
HEROES OF THE sl:RF
110ME OF THEIR DEEDS RELATED IN
A SOUVENIR VOLUME.
igerote Reath et Ike Mee el "Peeked Mill
Dar" nteattren- A Gallant Ever*. on Lake
°nowt° oinsteer *ember of the Sere-
lee oft Ow gent& Carolina Coast.
From a aouvenir volume prepared to
sell for the benefit fund of the life sat-
tug service the New York Herald makes
extract&
While no effort has been made to
fill the volume with narrative. of the
life savers' heroic exploits, the book
contains several stories simply told
which are interesting and nifty well be
quoted as illustrations of the self cacti-
firing heroism of there coast guardians.
One of the most touching is the nar-
rative of the death of Keeper Atkins
and Serfuten Taylor and Mayo of the
Peaked Hill Bar station:
"On the morning of Nov. SO, 1590,
the sloop Trumbull was discovered by
the patrol on the inner her. The life-
boat was quickly manned by Keeper
Atkins and Sudeten Taylor, Mayo,
icily, Young and Fieher and rowed to
the helpless craft. The crew, excepting
two, who positively refund assistance
and remained on board the vessel, were
safely landed on shore.
"The gale continued to increase in
fury. The sea was running high, and
Keeper Atkine, realising the danger
that threarene.ii tieste who had refused
assistance, again started out with his
brave band to save theta from 'ghat
monied certain death.
"The darknotie was intenee, and in
their attempt to got nearer the sloop
the lifeboat wan eanght by a swinging
boom and capsized, The 'tame tea that
caused this calamity tornek the vessel,
and she floated form the bar and sailed
away. The aurfinen dung for awhile to
their overturned boat, hut finally at-
!
tempted to swim to the shore as their
only chancre for life. thirfuten Young,
Kelly and Fisher._ erdretill.,spors
0
••••-•
The remainder uf the capsized
boat's crew, including Keeper Atkisis
and Surfmen Taylor and Mayo, though
excellent swimmers, wers fighting for
life against fearful odd,. Their dying
cries, mingling with the shrieking
wiuda. were soon silenced, and they
were swept by the waves beyond the
reach of help and swallowed by the me
1117 sew
'•Eager, watchful one. patrolled the
shore, hoping, praying that though dead
their comrades bodies might be recta,-
stet After many weary hours ef
watching, as if to make amends for its
cruel work, old ocean gave beak ease
lifeless form and laid it gently on the
frozen beach. The whole village tweed
out to do these brave men honor, aria
when they Were carried from the cbtirois
to their laet resting places few eyes
were dry. Small monocle of earth and
marble slabs now mark the planet
where they sleep."
There are many appliances atiziliary
to the principal means employed in the
operations of the service. The life say-
ing dress, which has been made familiar
to the public through the exploits of
Paul Boykin, has been used with greet
advantage. Al the strauding of •
schooner in the night on Lein Outwits
last year in a sea which would not ad-
mit of the use of the how a shot 11urt
was fired over her with tin intimation
Of setting up the lines for the use of the
breeches buoy. The sailors hauled the
whip line on board, and when the tally
board, on which the directions for the
method of procedure are printed in Eng-
lish on one aide and in French on the
other, was received the captain attempt-
ed by the light of a lantern to read
them. Pulling over them for some time
he at length contemptuously threw the
board down on the deck, finding it he
possible to make anything of it. having
seen only the French side. Noe know-
ing what else to do, therefore, he simply
made the line fast, but In inch a MILD -
Der that it could not be worked from
the above. The surfrnen vainly endear •
ored to convey the instruction by sign&
In the meantime the deet.-uctiom of
the vessel and the lose of all board seem-
ed imminent. In this dilemma one of
the surfmen put on the life saving drsse,
and after a gallant struggle succeeded in
thasbag Unwell atom tar Uses *pos.
the Immihms ibe iI,%Abase he no
maimed asd took shame ef the we
Non. satil all were safely Webs&
Hero is a bright little =tree. ',Mil&
as the sonvenir volume says, will mean
Sir Edwin Landseer's celebrated pie-
lure, "• Distinguished Member M the
Humane Society:"
"Al the sad disaster to the steamship
Metropolis on the coast of North Caro-
lina, while the life saving men were =-
gaged in rescuing the crowd of pares-
gers thrown 11110 the sea by the break-
ing op of tbe Tweet, • large Newfound-
land dog belonging to a gentleman re-
siding in the vicinity seemed soddenly
to comprehend the situation. and )(do-
ing the throng of rescuers plunged trite
the surf, seised a drowning man and
dragged him safely ashore Shortly aft-
erward as left his master and went W
the stedon talt the crew with whom be
rendered his first service in life saving
and there he still remains, steadily re-
stating every inducement to return le
his former master. Every alternate
night be sets mit with one of the first
patrol and aocompanies him mail tin
patrolman from the peel station below
Is met, when be joins lin latter, and
proceeds with him to that nation, wines
be remains until the first watch of the
next night, win* he returns to hie own
stance in the same manner. The.. mit
assumed duties he performs with the
miller gravity of demeanor Saw &seta
raisins his species, changing his nation
daily, for some good and sufficient deg
reamer no doubt, while very sensibly
Seeping bet one wsech sash night ''
ause.... Low. Ter Clinfres.
Next to their [Twenty and a:patella
seam's, a remarkable thing about the
Japanese is their great love fur the lio
tie folk,. They have an extraordinary
taleen for making their doll babies hap-
py. They are forever inventing comical
boys and designing fantastic little play•
things to arnole *hem. With es WM
grandfathers and grandmanimas are the
obildraa's playfellows and bees friend&
Over in the sunny little empire all Ni.
world has nothing more Important to
do than provoke the pleaintre of his own
child or the Mr. Little Boyar Mite Lit-
tle Girl of his neighbor, as they are al-
ways called. Al the hamar, on fete
days, at /aestivate and concerts, the in-
desicri babl e little creatures are men pick-
aback, with their sweet, round yellow
arms tightened lovingly about some big
sister's or big brother's neck. They have
peppered jam. iced beans and pickled
sweetmeats to their hearts' content, de-
licious tarts jellied to laurel or lemon
leaf, and as many done kites and col-
ored lanterns as they can possibly carry
away from the booths. -Tokyo Leper.
niers Were Tyre Winds et Tab.
Mr. Broker says he has changed his
restaurant down town, "so he can know
what he's getting." His mind got un-
certain about hls old place after an ex-
perience he had last Friday. Friday Is
"deb • day" at this place, and Mr. B.
likes fish when iiis "just right." So
be coat his eye over the bill of fare arid
remarked: "Lizzie how is the honed
meth& lodge * Si gee& yea wag
bring we some: but, you inlet If if
Mi.* good 1 don't v oe seer '
1...14.31111 MAW &nil depar
Mr. Broker says, he heard her call down
the abaft of the dumb waiter in the
rear. "One boiled cod, please, off the
new fish l•'-Ptttaburg Bullet/a.
Ma! /Wok Merelsig.
"Neither flab nor flesh nor good red
herring" oocues In Dryden's Epilogue
to his Duke of Guise (183). The Epi•
logo@ takes the form of a dialogue hte
tavern the actress who spoke is and a
Trimmer, and end& with this exclama
D-d neuters, in their middle way of Weer
In..
They're neither 6.h nor gosh nor rend red
herring.
-)daeruillan's Magazine.
Fears, in 1833, ended a series of ex•
periments by 'which be concluded that
lay careful cultivation for 13 years be
had produced a species of perfect Wheat
front a minimum gram growiug in south-
ern Europe.
Dr. Johnson mid, "No man lit his
genera if he could get • young girl,
would marry a widow." He himself
married a widow many years his nuke%
The St Croix river, in Maine, was
named from the cross made by t'we riv-




Having the needed in -nit to more
than make good all the advertisibg
claimed tor them, the following four
remedies have reached a pbenonissal
sale Dr. Ring'. New Dletiovery, for
Consumption, Coughs and Colds,
each bottle guaranteed-Eleetrie bit-
ters, the great remedy for L ver,
Stomach and Kidneys. fitment:0e
Arnles tidy& the beet in the world,
and Dr. King's New Life PIlL., whieb
are a perfect pin. All them remedies
are guarantied to do Just what is
claimed for them anti the dealer
whose name is attached herewith will
he ;glad to tell you more of them
Sold at R. C, Hardwick's drug store.
A Serious Accident.
Mr.. Marlah Combo, the aged
mother of Meters. Willi in and Jobe
Combos, of Fairview, fell on the Ice a
few days ago and broke one of her
legs ant otherwise bruised herself
quite seriously. Oa account of her
very sdvanoed age, EC year., Ills not




weciouut of the failure of t he
oity to have an ordleauce rtquiriag
the snow to toe swept from the ids-
walks Instead of thowlog IL to nimble
there acid freeze and thereby en •
danger the lives of caseates, Mise
1,,Ille Hester, an aged lady who earns
her support with the needle, is now
euffering from • broken arm. Last
week site was walking down
Main street, and as she SI, passing
along between Eigiu'is drug store sat
I the City Bank she shooed sod fell cutthe Ice-covered pavement, and broke
one of her arms. She ha. sutlered a
great deal from the fracture and it
will la• quite a while before she will
be able to sew again. The accident
is. doubly bard on her, because in art:-
dItion te the great path that must
suffs,, mita.* tbe feet toat tler only
way of earning a living Is thus taken
from bet for *Wile 111110, and as ober is
a poor woman, dependent upon her
work for het daily bread, this please
her In a very bad fix, making Inr de-
pendent upon bet Meads for her ev•
log
mi. accident would Dot bays oo-
earned If tee city bed ba•e bad such
an or011oanne as the one of which we
olive 114 °foto spoken Mies Heeler,
while site was eurt tour• ocrioueiy
than soyoo• -Coe, is only one of
many who hate suffered from fails
this winter op account of the snow
being allowed to remain on the pave-
ments There are numbers of people,
wbo have gotten falls withis the past
Iwo months that have confined them
to their beds or their rooms for days,
thus causing Wein to Ina. much val-
uable time from their busioese Mr.
Tom Edrauodeoe suffered consider-
thy, and was confined to his room for
SeVerat days from a fall that he got
at lb. corner or Seventh and Main.
The local editor of this paper woe
°endued to his bed two days and to
bis room flee days from a fail at
Seventh and Liberty; and there are
m•err others wbotte name/ we can
not mill to mind just at prlaenr, who
have suffered because the snow is al-
lowed to remain on the pavements,
when ere minuted work lust after
the anew fell wral4 have proveatoil
It-
This matter of having the sidewalks
cleared of snow when It first falls is
one is wbtch s•ery man, woman and
child in Hopkioe•ille is directly In-
wooled, and some action ought to
taken by tbe council.
Or. Price's OmahaBskiwg Powdell
Weirs ewe measet
Working lor Her Husband,
Mrs. Clarence D K ,ger, wife of the
printer who escaped from the Nash-
ville jail Lb* first of January, bet
who was captured about ten days
ago at H i I isboro, Ten n., has been In
Todd county, near Fairview, for sev-
eral days trying to get tbe friends of
her husband 1.0 render assistance in
employing a Lawyer to plead his ease
e•fore the Supreme Court of TeDIJ-
pewee. K iger was born and reared in
Todd county, and whet about it
rears of age came to this city and
worked for about a year in the Nair
Eit• office. About II year ago be
allied a man in Murfreesboro, Tenn ,
and was tried and the Jury decided
rest he was guilty of murder in the
first degree and recommended the
loath penalty Xtg.r secured &a-
mber trial with tree result that the
Mines was redueed to mender in Lb*
second degree, er manslaughter, as IS
would be designated 112 a Leotueky
court, and his puelabineet was lien
at twenty year. ID the penitentiary.
We gave an account of his serape at
he time It took plees. Hs will be
riven • bearing by t be g2preate
Court before long, aad big wife is
working hard to seen re enough money
to enable her to employ some noted
attorney. It is said teal the man
whom Kilter killed was a rieti men,
end tbat his belts spent a good deal
.of money to secure the conviction of
the printer. It is said to have been a
persecution rather than a proeren-
ion ; and her this reason, ID addition
to our sympathy for hie devoted wife,
we would like to see Kiger regain his
liberty.
A Great Treat.
The small spookier of people who
were at the opera house last Saturday
{light enjoyed a great treat. Mr. Clay
Clement is without the shadow of •
ioubt the very best actor that has
been in Holland's opera house this
canoe, and one of the beet that ha.
-ver been seen there, and theater-
coers who did not go to see him 'pike-
d be beet thing f the season. Tim
whole company Is good, and each and
every person who saw them Saturday
was highly pleased. As "Baron Ho-
oenstauften" Mr. Clement was as
aear perfect as molars can well get to
tn. The oonoeption of character as
well lineetion Is unique and
natal, ant exenaplitleu most per-
(petty Alto C1410eDl'e artistic power
aud finish. in tragedy Mr Clement
uad taken a high rank, and when be
gave it up for comedy his friends
feared that he was making a mistake,
out be has since demonstrated that
he was not, and now he bide fair to
eke equally as high, if not,,a htgber,
place in his new nue. We nope that
he will not let this be his last trip to
HopkIns•ille.
Will Barry on the 20th.
On the evening of Wednesday,
February 10th, Miss Oils Dickinson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs 8, H. Dick-
inson, of Trenton, will be married tit
a Mr Redmond, of M-rni.hie, Teun.
Miss D101.101100 Is one of the prettiest,
most accomp oohed and most attrac-
tive young ladles In or about Tren-
ton. Tbe groom is the proprietor of
a large furniture eetablishroeut at
Memphis. After the ceremony shall
have been porton/led the Couple will
leave for the South, and will visit
friends ID Mississippi, Arkansas and
Texas. They will go to their bones
In Memphis about the middle Of
April.
Lost illa Hons.
About 4 o'clock last Saturday aft.
*moon Mr. T. A. Williams, of Oak
Grove, had the misfortune to lom his
resideoee and all his household goods
by fire. Tbe fire, it is thought, origi•
noted from a defective fits In the
kitchen Mr. WilRants' low amounts
to about It 000, and be had luauranes
to the extant of $1,000-lo the Co•ti-
nental Firs Iniserautia Company,
r.W II friends in Ibis city and
county will be very sorry to bear et
his misfortune.
Baetlen's Armies Batts.
The Best Attlee in the world for
Cute, Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Hall
Rheum, Fever Sores, Teeter, Chap-
ped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
all Skin Eruptions, and positively
cures Piles, Of DO pay required. It Is
guaranteed he give perfect itatisfal•
glom or money rttunaed. Price fib








nnibbet the Democrats had forty-
Republicans thirty-six and
Is five. On this basis tbe
re's had a plurality of eight
R pubtioeue and a nej eft.
•iaiset I et over the Re, ubilesits laud
leepuiteta combined. elle Democratic
vote was rtduord one by the untime-
  ly death of Senator V ince, ft North
antlir •- ifflr trillgtA .'ineterteed to the same extent by the
eerfaileise sad the Repablioao vote
'Aele Ike* new Make recent election of one of their party
JIalATRiClitIo MS All Mr. Valise's seat for the re-
mainder of the term. In this calcu•
culatiou Stewart and Jones, of Neva-
de, formerly Republicans, have been
classed as Popullete. When. all the
new members take their vests In a
fe w days the strength of the parties
will stand thus: Democrats forty.
three, Republicans forty, and Popu-
lists live. The Democrats will have
a plurality of three, but they will be
two short of $ majerity, of the whole
body. Tke Populists will hold the
balance of power.
In the next United States Senate,
also, the Populista will be a decisive
factor id the division between the
two great political parties. There
will be forty-three Republicans,
thirty-nine Democrats and six Pope.
este in that body. The Rapublicans
and Democrats will change places at
the end of the present term, three
weeks from next Monday, and, as is
the case with the Democrats at pres-
ent, the Republicans will be a little
abort of the num l-er required to put
'hem in control cf the Senate. They
will have four wore votes than the
Democrats, but they will be two
short of the combined Democratic
and Populists strength Under the
existing conditions the half-a-dczen
Populists will tie in a poction to dic-
tate terms to many times their own
ntimbers. If the le-publican@ buy
two Topulista they can coutrol the
Seuate.
•IIIVElaclitING KA TLII•
Oes usa. fret 'amnion, I 150
' • ear month - - 530
Utree months - . 1100
sit moaner - 5ei.
" ono year - - iS Oe
amIttkiaal rates way be had by appitoatioe
sus Ms coo..




All wheardseasenta Inserted without siolotiod
bowl/ ul be olsessed ter saUl ordered OIL
taasaaestaoata of Warrtages and Deaths. nol sz-
Aweillaa Sae lines. and soaker .-tf posecklar ens-
lehedotcarlai
Notices Hosolullens of Dosposi red
,grwe sandlot aoucos leo cents pot Liao.
adeertlistoonsa will be 001-
A GREAT FARCE.
The Democratic defenders of that
law of farce and fraud, which created
the Civil bet vice Commission, should
remember that the Democratic party
has never, in soy of it. platforms,
declared for any such law ae that un-
der whick the Rosevelt Commission
*sista, which defeats and does not
serve the ends of reform. A. far as
the Democratic party bas gone on
record concerning a reform of the
civil service its deolarations have
been on the line of promoting et11-
eiency. The present law should be
repealed because, in its operaticui ec-
eording to the letter, it affords an op-
portunity for fraud, and because, un-
der Its ealotesement aocording to an
unwarranted interpretation of its
smite by the Civil Service Commis-
sion, it makes opportunities for op-
pression and the removal of men
guiltless of any •iolatiou of the law.
The St. Louis Republic, commenting
upon the evil features of the present
law, says:
"That clause of the law under
which the President of the United
States is authorised to exceed or sue-
pond Its operation is not only arbi
testy, but it serves to defeat the re
form for which the advocates of the
law are oontendiug. i'realdeut
Cleveland. ig 1888 extended the oper-
ation of Um 1414 to the Railway Mail
Service. We may well believe that
this action was not taken unadvised-
ly or without the cenviceion that the
mon than in that service were in
every way.00nipetent and trustwor-
thy. These facts may be admitted.
Tlimy have novae been denied. Yet
me of the first o Metal act* of Pried--
deal Harrison in 1Se.9 was to sueoend
the operation of the law and appoint
to the Railway Mall Service thous-
ands of R.publivans with cesime up-
on their party, but without any proved
capacity :or the work, to the dui-
phicement of other theuiands whose
fitness had been certilleci to by Mr
Clevelatd. Nor Is It to be douhted
that If the Republicans elect the suc-
cessor of Mr. Cleveland next year
the *perm sou of the law will again be
suspended in most it sot all of the
departments to wiateh it has recently
been extended.
The law, as it staade, does not rec-
ognise merit as a Malin to prefer-
ment. The applicant making the
highest record under examination
leas no mere assurance of appoint-
ment than an applicant woo has
made an inferior record, but whose
percentage qualidere him for the .11-
gibe) list. Nor does the examination
made by a.commissima consisting of
Men not familiar with the practical
work of the departments insure the
necessary degree of rill sieney In the
succesefu: applicant. A more prac-
tical reform would be for the heads
of departments to conduct the exam-
tuition of applicants, commissioning
such ae xhlbit the mess aptitude
sod efiloteacy for the arm k in view,
with the understand:eg that tee
power which appoints has the power
10 remove without repeal to Deeee-
tele Nothing couid be more de-
&trusties el the dist-Spittle and rtfl-
deney ef the service than the im-
pression among subordinates that
tbeir tenure of eel,* is dependent
upon the fuer of any board or c,oire
naisaion outside of thetlepertment In
waled) they ar employed."
I= 'FASTNESS OF THIS COUNTRY
An expert statisticiategives the tot
lowing illustrations to enlighten Ken
oral comprehension of the vastness
Of theee United Slates,:
Five of the six first-elites powers of
Europe, Great Britain and Ireland,
France, Germany, Austria and Italy,
with Spain, Portugal,' Switzerland,
Denmark and Greece added, could be
laid down In tbe rafted States west
of the Hudson river three times.
Montana would stretch from the
Heston on :be East to Cleveland on
the West and extend far enoogla
South to Include Richmond, Vir-
ginia.
Idaho, If laid down in the East
would touch Toronto, Can , on the
North and R sleigh, North Carolina,
on the Heath, while its Southern
boundary line is lung enough to
stretch from Washington City to
Columbus, Ohio.
California, if on our ,tlant
board, would extend fron the_deeatii-
ern line of MasaachusetseedThe low-
er part of South Carolina, or, in Eu-
rope, it would extend- from ',endue
across France and well into Spain.
New Mexico is larger than the
United Kingdum of Great Britain
and Ireland.
Tbe greatest measurement of Texas
ii nearly Equal to the distance from
New Orleans to Chicago or from Cho-
cage to Beaton.
Lay Texas on the face of Earope
and this giant, with his bead resting
en the monntatne of Norway, direct-
ly Eget of the (-nettle* [elands, with
one palm covering London, the other
Warsaw, would stretch himself down
senses the Kingdom of Denmark,
seems the empires of Germany and
Austria, across Northern Italy, and
level his feet to the Mediterranean.
Dakota, before it Was partitioned
lato twoStates, could have been nerv-
ed Into a half &zee Klegeoms of
Oreeece; or if it were divded into
sweaty-six equal countlee, we might
lay down the two Kingdoms of
Judah and Israel in each.
The 50,C01 OCO people In the United
/hate. in 1880, if placed in Texas,
wined not have noes as crowded as
th• population of Germany.
Texas could have produced All of
est toed crops in that year could
have raised the world's supply of
setton, 12,000 000 bales at one bale to
the acre, on 19,000 square miles, and
thee have bad remaining for a cattle
range a territory larger than the
Siete of New York.
POPULISTS HOLD THEABALANCE
or. POWER.
By the filling of the vacant mats in
the ()nevi States Senate from Wash.
tegton, Wyoming and Montana,
witch has jest taken place the con •
OW of that body has passed out of
Democratic hands. The vacancies
hied existed two years, and were .due
W. deadlocks in the Legislature of
those etatets. On this account there
write only eighty-five seats filled in
the United Settee Senate in tb• pre*.
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THE NICARAGUA CANAL SCHEME.
The friends of the Nicaragua Canal
in the House of Representatives are
said to feel much more hopeful over
the prospects of that measure. It
will be remembered that this is not
the bill which passed the United
States Senate, but is the bill from the
Rouse C.;mrnittee. It is the purpose
of the promoters of the scheme to fi-
nally fix up the matter of difference
between the bills in conference. The
House Committee amended the bill
by striking out all of it after the en-
acting clause and inserted its own
measure. This, if passed, will be sent
to a conferenee Committee.
The chief difference between the
House and Senate bills is the amount
of mace, allowed to the present com
ears,. for wore' dime. There are sev-
erel proposed amendments which
will stir up considerable interest if
the matter conies before the House of
Repreeeutatives for discussion. Con-
gressman Mallory, the able member
from Fonda, very properly proposes
to suggest as an amendment that no
money be paid to the Canal company
or in any other way be expended up-
on the canal scheme until a board of
cempetent and reliable engineers, ap-
pointed by the Federal Goverunieut,
shall have carefully examined into
the scheme arid reported Nell upon
the value of the work done and the
feaelhility of the work proposed. Mr.
Mallory very sensibly laWs that
these reports now in hand are not of
sufficient weight to jestify the enor-
motes expenditure proposed
It is feared, however, [bat the cor-
rupt cabal which put the outrageous
/Cullen bill through the United
States Senate will be satisfied witb
nothing less than the reprebensible
measure, with its great opportunities
toe plunder and spoilation at the ex-
tense of the United States Govern-
ment. This venal cabal, It is
thongbe w!ll prefer to let the bill
lapse at this session of Congress,
hoplrg that with s Republican mas
jerity in the House of Representa-
tives and a largely Increased Repub-
'lean representation of the United
etates Senate, [mit winter, it will be
able to put the nefarious scheme
tbrough.
AN APPEAL PROM NEBRiSEL.
A circular letter, indorsed by the
Chief Justice and Goeernor of N.-
breaks, has been sent out, approv-
ing the plans of the Broken Bow Re-
lief Aaeociation, which appeals to
these United States for a subscrip-
tion of $100,00U to buy grain and the
barest necessities of life for the far-
mers of Custer county, Nebraska,
who,with their live stoce, will stare
to desth if not assisted. Tao sorely
distreased populotion amounts, to
that one rountyeto fifteen thousand,
and their crops have failed from
drouths for three years in succession
and last year's failure was by far the
worst of all. These people belong t
the hardy and brave pioneer class
who have built up the new States
and their unfortunate condition i
worthy of immediate attention of al
charitable people. Those who desire
to contribute any thing to this good
cause can send drafts payable to
James M. Scott, publisher Chicago
Herald, and sent to Robert J.Thomp-
eon, care of Fort Dearborn Nations
Bank of Chicago, Illinois. The peo-
ple of Georgia and two or three other
Southern States have sent severe
trainloade of grain and proyieioes
already to these stanviug people, and
. • • agricultural State
hogs as e should by all means
Mg such a . ant of grain
send a liberal supply of food to their
nefortunate fellowmen in Nebraska
—several trains of provisions should
be forwarded right away, let there be
no delay in this case of dire necessity.
Those who live in the towns and
cities as well as the farmers through
out the State should contribute as
freely as their means will allow, and
vv. out of their surplus whatever
they can afford ter securing the bare
necemities of Me for these Nebras-
kans who are in such a deporable
condition. Don't let K•utuclay fall
behind Georgia and other Southern
States in this noble work.
CHARLES GAYARRE DEAD.
Charles Gayarre, the famous Leres•
lane historian, died at his home in
New Orleans Tuesday at the age of
ninety-one year.. He was probably
the most widely known literary man
the eouth ever produced, his histories
of Louisiana and of Philip II of Spain
being almost as well-known in Eu-
rope is in America. He was born in
New Orleans January 9_11, 1805, and
was highly educated in the classics
In Louisiana and in law a Philadel-
phia'. He preeticed law in New Or-
leans, and in 1831 WAS appointed At-
torney General, and the following
year was elected J orig. of the Circuit
Court. Shortly afterwards he was
sent to the State Legislature, of
which he was a leading member for
several terms, and which body in
isas elected him to a seat in the
United States Senate. He never en-
tered upon the duties of this disting-
uished position, owing to an alarm-
ing and prolonged illness, which ne-
cessitated his resigning the honor.
From that time until his death
JudeteGayerre devoted himself to law
andetterature. His valuable "History
of Loulslaus," published about fif-
teen years before the war between
the United States and the Southern
Confederacy, Is his best known work.
Hie other well-known works were a
"Romance of the History of Louis-
lens," "History of Philip II.," and
two well written and interesting
The St. Louis CliebeeDemocr.t, the
leading Republican newel-late - of the
West, makes the following iuiely
comment upon the course to' P
dent Cleveland in impertient • ft ire:
"Mr. Cleveland comp lIed itia limey
In the very brginnieg to deal
eour•geously and honestly well the
tariff, but In his secottd term broke
*sway from him on this issue. He
vetoed many vielouri fluaneed btll
and forced the repeal ef one eerniful
financial law, but in "ass
pewerful section of his party eitsge-
itized him, and his chief reit ee has
been on the OppOeitug orgeniseteme
His vetotei of the free silver and
eeiguiorage bine sill rauk ursge
and ability with Gr•iii's int ',lee of
the currency ft it eion bile iii 11574,
and with Mayer' neiretive to the
Bleed measure in le78, and, unlike
the last named veto, his were over-
come. The g ld b ,nd prepotielon
which l e sdvocates I. as wportant
as Van Bureu's independent 'Creams
ry scheme Was. Van Baron's prt ject
at last prevailed, but sureesa for
Cleveland is uot in sight. U. ques-
tionably, the present executive has
by his financial sanity and courage
in more than one exigency rendered
grand service to the country More-
over, for two years yet he will stand
as an insurmountable barrier against
vicious currency legislation, but
through his lack of the qualities
which command immediate and
faithful support from those who elec-
ted him, he has seriously weakened
and demoralized his party and de-
layed where he has not prevented the
reforms which he set out to accom-
plish."
Ex-Ca a Reed appears to be losing
all the nerve and grit which charac-
terized him when he Was the auto-
cratic Speaker of the House of Rep-
resentatives. He hair eh iwo this by
Introducing a pubelitute financial bill
In the 1 liver branch of Congress man-
featly for no other purpose than that
of escaping the necessity of taking
ground for or against an issue of gold
bonds for th• redemption of Treasury
notes. He has also given soother
exhibition of the collapse of his cour-
age by biding in a cloak-room to
avoid voting for or against ih. Reilly
bill in regard to the money due the
Federal Government by the Pao.fic
Rettroad Company. The country ex
pects Thousas Brackett Reed to have
opinions and to avow them boldly,
even when the Presidential bee is
buzzing around him.
The bill to establish the,U.ttysburg
National F ark has limbed teeth
Houses of Congress without opposi-
tion. It spproprlates $100,000 and
authorizes the Secretary of war to
purchase the eight eundred acre.
now held by the Pennsylvania Mem-
orial asseciation, gni to acquire in
all 3,874 acres, tbe area over wbich
the battle raged. The park will be
under the supervision of commia-
sionere appointed by the Secretary of
War, and the Secretary Is also di-
rected to place on the most suitable
site a tablet crinteining a p cture of
Abraham Lincoln and the text of he
address on the hatterfield delivered
November 19, 1863
41iklearrh Calumet be Cared
with local applications, as they Can
not reach the seat of the disease, and
in order to CU're it you must take in-
ternal remedies. Hall's Catarrh Cure
is taken Internally, and act• directly
on the blood and mucous surfaces
Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a quack
medicine. It was prescribed by one
of the eest ph yeiciain. in this count ra
for years, and is a regular prescrip-
tion. It is composed of the bee'
tonics known, convened with the b....1
blood purifier., acting directly on th-
mucous surfaces. The peefect cern
bination of the two ingredients Is
what produces such wonderful results
in curiae Catarrh. Seed for testi
monials. free.
F. J. CHENEY elk CO , Props, To-




We want to head our C. E column
this week with a meessge of thanks
from Eedeavorers to the NEW ERA
for their kindness in giving us a space
in their paper once a week. We ap-
preciate more and more tbe advan-
tage it gives us in keeping posted in
regard to the wonderful work accom-
plished by Christian eudeavorers the
world over, and by this medium we
wish others to JAE' with us in this
wonderful work. We will try to fill
the space with such articles as will
make it an honor to the paper, and
helpful to all who read.
GHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR is pro-greasing in Kentucky as neverbefore. We are entering upon
the sixth year of our State work; and
so we gather members we Increase
in strength. Our Fifth State Coo
vention was a mount of privilege
from which the lightning of e
Blum flashed to every part of our
State, tiring the zeal of every Eiden,
vorer, and creating a determination
to place Kentucky in front of the
tight against the powers of evil.
Our work is evenly distributed ov-
er the State. Headquarters at Louis-
ville; Vertiailits amid Montgomery
have the Extension work; Covington
Missionary work; L-xington, (lead-
Citizenship work; CovingtoneJunior
work. Every department has an ef-




It is encouraging to know the good
accomplished by Christian Eede•vor
work. It arouses the talent energy,
cheers it in wide channels, and
makes more active, working, Chris-
tians. Below is an extract from a
lettor from a lady, who has only
been in the work a short time, testi-
fying to its development of her
Christian Character. She writes:
"When our Christian Eadeavor So-
cieties was organized the minister
asked, 'Who will lead in prayer?'
After waiting for others to reepond,
and none closing, so, I said, 'I will,'
and those words bound me to a duty
which I was oblige to fulfill, and I
did, and it has been a most wonder-
ful help to me, I can pray with oth-
ers now, and have done so frequently
I believe Christian Endeavor work
broadens our sympathies, and de-
sires to help others, and in helping
others, we receive the benefit of a
reflex influence, and are very greatly
helped ourselves."
•••
Topic for Sunday Feb. 17th., Les-
sons from the parable of the Good
Samaritan, Ref. Luke 10 :25-37.
Jesus sets forth by his picture of
the Samaritan what obedience to the
command to love one's neighbor is;
what the meaning of the words,
"This do and thou shall live," is.
The action of the compassionate lia-
nisritan, in its world-wide difference
from that of the priest and the Le-
site, Illustrates in this one case—and
so teaches for every case—what it is
to love according to the divine idea
of love. You see the "doing" le the
divine sense when you see the ac-
•s-led by love. rel. .• life. anti this
m -keit the eying wan— he man set%
himesti ihe eternal lif•
eied goes leeward foto the seems,
ife Pr-s. Dwight.
see
Nearly everyoue by this timo to •
:ffierd of the good accomplished ht
;tes les ter of 'eve arid sympathy ad-
"reseed, Christ ma- week, to the
'or t mere prisonere of the . Feint.-
f p- iiteetesey T me templet° f
tweet es.)s '1'. here Is 001blog it.
t•• • hi-ittry of the 01+0 "liar h
m euott sit inupresitooli for good •
t ni-ttee as the Christian E
e v • ,r ter eon " WE h smolt ionise • • -
e In I • w n•xt Mee 'as to oreRollso $
• .01-1, E vor atieloty am tog
' Deo- u ter- mem. ,44•44g, aori the H..1.
ki••••111. X ideavinert. nave 'fo"ow d
„phi. g roil work with the L sue-
ete En !payee...Fs end • lii irienitig
t• eq..% MU .S Oe rep -red at tete tin e
; ein h. S tie prison Lost week
quie is ounitier of leers-, were eke t
:e ;nu tbi- city to I'le Crotrein uro-
• og the forms, i of a society, at;(1
tni- Is what he ear' say in a tell.r
cddressed to the iseseretarv of our local
union. It shows a beautiful spirit of
love and sympathy and mime flakiness
In the Master's work:
Secretary L seal Uoion,
Hopeinevide, Ky.,
My Dear Friend: It is eery vete
fyiug to me to have received so many
teeters in the last five days from the
Christieu Endeavor societies of your
oity, encour•ging mein the org•niz
t101.1 of the cork in tour prison. We
have had this step uilder eonsidera-
lion for several menthe, and are only
waiting the completion of our chapel
te carry out the plan. I am sanguine
of success, and there is much enthu•
-item among the men on the muieeet
Yes, the letters sent frern Louisvele
last Chri.itmeit woott wonderful. Si,
many of them (1,200) and so Penult-
fully written. About three hundred
of them were answered, and many
()Alert' would have been cou d the
poor fellows have written. It was a
practical and indisputable proof to
toe prisoners that the religien of the
LeeeJeaus teaches and mimeo those
who have it to cry nut to the friend
'met "Behold the Lamb of Cl‘n !"
I am happy to say that the preacts-
ing of the Gospel to those
pour creatures has not ben in
vain. Scores of them have accepteti
it and are rel it lug in the great Sal-
vation Why should we uni expect
just such results? Lid he not conic
to seek and to save the lost I hav.-
hsd the honor to minister to several
e 'lurches near Lexington, My birth
place, and was uuccolieeiousiy chosen
'o tea e charge of *church there, bUt
sa you ti•ve euggersel In your OW r.e.
letters, I feel that I now occupy the
part of honer in the mlui.ery, and
would not exchares pieces with ally
of my brethren. I mention this noi
fur seif Very, but to magnify the
grace of Him who has called me to
ench a bieesed work. I wilt send
.ou in a few d s locel which men-
tion the letters sent from Loulsv Ile
I hope soon to have I ur reiciety
in working order I 'shoe he most
happy to hear from y :ewe.
Pterseso reale/neer Ur in our presets






One Must Think lttickly,
and Keep His 
i 
Its.
Fierce Competition Urges Men
and Women to Their
Utmost.
Nerves and Mein Fine Give Way Un-
der the Terrie Strata.
Men die in the big cities like the
trees, beginning at the top
It is speplexv, heart failure, nerv-
ous prostration, chock, congestion of
the braiu and suicide that eharacter-
lees the mortality kite in the greet
centers of population.
A city teaches one to thiek quick-
ly, to be sleety, on the alert and
quick to avoid danger, as w II as to
see the lucky chances. It s Impos
sible to go slowly even If one has no
pressing need for hurry. The rush
is conetgeoue. One finds himself
drawn along by the riteldig moving
crowds and is P0011 hurrying with the
reel I, is u edoubtedly true bat two-
thirds of all the men and vit men one
sees tearing through the streets are
In no such actual haste. Ti-icy are
merely victims of this fearful habit
of hurry.
But whether the fearful rush is es-
sential or not, the result is the same.
Nervee and brains are exhausted,
men and women grow prematurely
aged, times of depression below the
high-strong condition. The- entire
nervous system must be rapidly and
fully nourished to prevent liteir utter
pesetration and cellapse. It is eerie
mated by physicians that Pane's cel-
ery ceeio eudAnnually set tbou
las upon tbousauds of n and
women livleg in cities from breaking
down under their wort. li builds up
the substance of the nerves and brain
faster than it is torn down even by
such [prodigal west.. I cures per
menently all weakness of the stem
sett, liver and kidneys, and takes
entity any tendency of those vital
organ' to doesee.
Well Done.
We hive on our table the souvenir
trees edition of the National Trade
Review issued und-r the manage
moot. of M . Bliss & Gardner, avd
devoted exelusively to th• commer-
cial, educational, nasnufaeturing and
agricultural Interests of Hopkiworiiie
and Christian county. Tbe work
couteins cuts of a Dumber of our
leading citiz•ns, with sketches of
their business careers. It tells of the
principal industries of Flepkineville,
and how they originated awl bow
they have grown up Every cittzeu
of Hopkins•tile who has one of the
souvenir editions should send it
away—to some pile:se where it would
do the city good. This trade edition
Is printed from excellent, clear type,
on a good quality of book paper; the
cuts are all good, the matter is well
written, and altogether it is a work
that reflects credit on the gentlemen
who got it up, and also on the Keller
Penting Company, of Evansville,
Ind., who did the work. From a
typographical standpoint it Is a thing
of beauty.
Short 8363,532.32.
It has 'just been discovered that
Rufus N. Ramsey, the Treasurer of
the State of Illinois, who died three
months ago, was short ,$363,t932 at
the time of his death. He had been
In the office less than two years. It
is shown that he began appropriating
the States money within seven days
after he took charge of his °Moe, and
tbst the last money used was taken
on the day that he retired to his bed
which he was destined never to leave
again In life. He was evidently run-
ning a race with the North Daket•
treasurer, who was short about $330,-
000. Rtmsey's bondsmen have paid
the shortage, and are now seeking to
recover the amount from his estate.
Mr. L. B. Chichester
Blessed by Hood's
The Manager of a Lumber
Co., Tells His Story.
"A yeu ago last Sprtlig I wal token with sore
throat and could not swallow or sleep. Later
sly head and face broke out n ith little pimples.
I felt dull and had no ambition to do anything.
I did not care to eat, and what little I did eat
did me no good. I am six feet. one Inch tall
and only weighed 157 pounds. The trat bottle
Hood's53P3Cures
et Hood's Sarsaparilla matte such a change Is
Oa, I was surprised at myself. I hays a num
bar of men working here and I got them to take
It. and now I do not go to town nut a hat some
one %rams me to bring back a simply of Hood 9
Sarsaparilla. Well, mot as to no self. I am i•ti
the fourth bottle. Today I can get out and do
any kind of work and feel tessi. I neigh 175
pounds anti am gaining flesh every day. What
I eat tastes good and I am
[Moving the Best of Health,
better than I hats been for years. I reams
litend Hood's Sarsaparilla to all for it was a
tikessIng to me." EltuRf B. ellicnallTal,
manager of Tuscaloosa Lumber Co., Hull, Ala.
Moods ems cure liver ilia, eonettpation,
biliousness, jaundice sick beads -he. IndlreSticut.
THE AAT NEED
Of Free Turnpikes Throughout
Christian County.
Tie Enormous Expense, the Utter
Worthlessness end Grote+ Injus
lice of the Ferment System
of Working Roads.
The general demand for free turn-
pikes manifesting itself all over the
State &arks a distinct advance in
eivilizatloo, for good roads ate a
measure of civilization. The ordina-
ry mud roads of Ken ucky are but
little superior to the font-paths of a
savage tribe, • shame and a reproach,
to the most favored land and people
in the wood. Our mid laws are a
hsritege from "Ceti Virginia," scarce
ly altered einem Colonial times, whet,
s S'a'e or county read, loading from
one town or neighborhood to an-
other, had no boundary line to Ind*
cake it• width. It ran either through!
uncleared force's or unfenced prat
ties, stretching many miles on either
side, and if any portion of its roue.
chanced to become obstructed by a
falling tree or a mud hole the traveler
had a margin of miles on either side
I., avoid the obstruction. Now al-
most then Wire eoutitry IS WI fed Nod
ienced up. Toe mode are earrowed
down to this last pis-Ohl, inch, and,
in many plaees, the fences are several
feet on the Huh of way,—seldom
more than 30 feet wide any where.
The moot. queric- is our rostia are h oe
the year an endures nail diteh, from
white] at, (wapiti al hid/gide or skid,
✓eseh of rosd rises to relieve ih-
we•ry anti mod teepee ler. d traveler
This condition of ti! .1,a is growieg
▪ eaddy worse ear by year a- this
..npuebiesti d trovol increow-ii. In
some 'ocotillos It heft broome so no-
oe•• aide that this' el; is •tts Iivi• g wee!
the htlf'lwaYs ("nod 1,1*-1314 Ivo. emu-
petted either te turepilie heir road-
or give tie all et ininunimo ion with
the world for eil mon( he of lb.. year.
Ii, - partial unit desnit,ry etereopt at
improving the roads Ace demonstra-
ted the advantsges of turepikes; r
eh-rever th-y hsve been built tbo•
•abie of I a' j e-nt to them he.
lAcreased from 25 .o 5') per een ;--
better 'and more prod able system
farming has reaulted; better build
tinge have been effected end the Com -
fort and convenience id the farmer-
have been largely increased. There
still remake., however, the vexetiop
and c instant annoyance of tel
which fella chiefly upon the enter-
prising and industrious, who have
been instrumental in build-
ing the turnpikes. Title wouldh't
be an unfair tax, when e is large-
iy met by the dividends upon the
turnpike stock if it were not for the
fact that the men who heive taxed
themselves by subscriptions to build
pikes on their own roads, and daily
pay toils upon them, were not forced
to pay (exam to keep in repair bun
drede of miles of avid roads all over
the county which they never travel
It is said that about $17,000 is annual-
ly expended in this county for re•
pairs on its dirt roads. Every man
in the county, those who pay toll,
and hold stock in turnpikes, as well
as those who do not Is taxed alike on
every dellar he owns to pay this euor
mous sum, which Is virtue ly wasted
every year in the futile altempt to
make a road out of mutt. Thia vast
suin would pay interest at over 4 per
cent on $2,100,0tb, enotnat Money to
build a standard gauge urnpike road
over every road In the eounty from
Hopkinaville to the county line, and
buy out every existing p ice that is
now In operation. In other words, if
the county would lesue her bond -
free from count. and oily tea', for •
sum -lent SUM to pike all the roads
It-suing from Hoplinsville to the
c witty Hue Ti" int• eat on their
bonds would be LESS than we nee
pay annually for st,pping mud-holes.
(7.n any one cuisstloti the proprie
of doing ers on bitty steed buenes-
base? risers WoU ..11 be no e.
seu as to hi u equine-. end service
or the improved reed., and they
would cost less money than we now
pay ID rep ere M iteover, (tie Mall-
Der In which ihe rnada • re now
worked is an outrsgre and
Injinotice to the poor man He is re-
eier.d to work ju-t as [rimy days on
his road as is tile rich laud owner
who hires him at $13 • funalh lo work
en his farm. Tne poor man has
neither horse nor vehicle; lie has no
crops to haul off, not rteh supplies to
bring home. He walks to town and
brit gs his sack of flour and dollar's
worth of sugar on his back. He
doesn't go to church because lie is l00
ragged, nor send his children to
school, 'for he Is too poor to spare
them out of Ilia tobacco patch, and
yet he gives as much oi hie time to
wore the roads as a man who owns a
thousand acres of land, a dozen
wagons and carriages, and drives in
his coach to church and to town. It
Is all wrong The roads ought to be
built and kept in repair by tax on
property, and a head tax on all male
citizens. This can be done Dine at
an expense that few will consider
burdensome. It can't all be done at
once, nor does It used to be so done
In another article our plan will be
suggested how it can be done; where
no man will be forced to pay for a
turnpike unless he wants one, and
for none except his own and that at a
tax so moderate that he ought not to
complain of it. W.
Salesmar wanted to cell the Rapid
D eh Washer to the wiuderiate and
re all trade. Washes and dries the
niches in two minutes without wet.
it g he flowers. $75 a week and all
expenses Et., prention; no hard
lower.
1 75 to? 00
2 00 to 8 (0
300 to 350
350 to 450
3F,4) to 4 75
5 76 to 8 o0
8 00 to 9 60
None.
Week ending Feb le, '95 — It sceipte
for week, 25 Made ; Rseeipte for year
260; Sties for week, 86 bilda ; Sales
for year, 389 iihde.
eye
Sales of 15 hogeheada by Wheeler,
Mills & Co., Feb. 13th, follows:
11 hhdp. leaf, $7 8e, 6 00, 00, 4 90
4 75, 4 50, 4 00, 4 00, 4 00, AO, 3 75
4 blade. lugs at $:3 00,3 00, 283,200
I.
Sales by G tither et West of 10 bhda
new crop as f 'Howe:
7 hhda. common to medium leaf at
$5 75,5 70, 4 50, 4 50, 4 20, 3 70, 360.
3 htels. common lugs at $1 SO, 1 75,
I 15.
No good tobacco leffed.
Beyond Compari-ou
Are the good qualities possessed bi
Hind's Sarseptrille Above all
purifies the blood, (bus etrengtheniur
the nerves; it regulates the digestive
Of calla, iovigorales the kidneys arid
iiver, tones mud builds up the entire
system, cures scrofula, Dyspopsi•.
Catarrh and Rheumatism. 0-'
Hood's and only Hod's.
Hood". Pills cure all liver Ills, bil-
lint:mopes, jaundice, indigestion, stet
headache.
MEANS BUSINESS.
Jsmee Clark, who is-U01 a chal-
lenged to spar with any man ei
Clareiiville, called and left a check
for $26 et this Mee to-clay to prove
that lie le acting in good faith. He
says he will spar with any man in
Clarke" Hie weighing BS pounds. To
spar five to id-, anti if the refer.,
c•ii not dreier, then he will box ten
rounds, the winner taking 65 pet
cent., the Inset eer cent. Tbe
t11.1 to tin what he pleases with the
money—givo It to charitiee if he heti
40 inclined.
Merritt and I ;tie. will meet at 10
o'clock to-morrew morning to arraugt
f ir 'heir wre.teng match.
Till':? tee() M A 111K ET
Th.. tote., o sot.. • Zoo...Aloe',
ith this stook r• little of rh
• .pd being oft ed Whet was sold,
however, er.'neht "es vboot
mime as iset week 0 evoistaat of the
exereditigly cold weather • that w•
hey.. been melee It has b. f.!' lin ns
-hi.- ta handle tobacco t hut a.
the 'sea' her mederates eneugh tii
.obareo husiiielis will b.-g'n to pie'
'ip
LARGE SORES ON FACE
a
Lost tee of Hands from Mood Poem..
lag. Pe341.1pLiii end Wilted/es
No Benefit. Cured by
Cutleurn Remedies.
I harp used your (Trier RA Reurnisa. and
San truthfully say they Cr'- co-Ey thing and
1.110r..2 than son represent hem.
Loot opriast 1 was4eatly
trouldet1 with Diced ming
,.rasiod by Iriplitherin. largo
sores 111atitt their appearance
on 'fly Is -". &lid my handl
were sre soar a eA10.11itun that
eolie 'sot use them. After
li•dtlee01111 I ht stetahll
and rcniedit • Mot levels mg no
benefit the, (row. I Nan ad-
=ate Gut 4. Cma 414 ss, aad I
am now free from all itty skin trouble, it mulcts
speak pouse enough for loot retnerltes.
••• SAMTML J. airruca.assestrabottat eyeeee, Maltrasoes, Md.
Felt 14 h , 1894
Ks J H. E erleten, Jeered Lou -
k C', L le metre.
The market was nnehang-d to 4
except foi irroeui•rite on Portico? t
ri-rn ti grsdre Th. Iiitter weeth
1.1P m hp hums. re r4 littl
•re tics he • n v.r at line r•
..rieee. 'The (pi y ;ho if riot
•rsi very p•er The wareliewese al
'ear drawing en their 11 ek it
(leer toiteetes is eonulter lu The rr
ceites t hie week ',unaltered on
wetity floe hototherole; very few Vet
aun shipitere an- now on th
b and itie have shout made o
their mind.. to go right ahead as see
as there is aultable sieather to breed
their tobscco, as the loose dealer.
have about given up the Ili-Id and are
filing their orders on the breaks
The warehouse men are in good shape












llf• baby WA. mei oroly M? --'el 1, some
dreadful .k to ,II•oese Itti-1, ,;* hand.
for awkile ‘•••r,• nearlf ame 1011 soo• I hat
derfore prreerItte tor sa; • t d
te t all seoload rest. • Mau rr-
%imamate, Of the Galarlet-ItA MOM stonall, asid eael-
chided tal try Gana. 1.000;k1 a couplet., sot,
and began using, and now ii,Lic stouts
toot. completely ,tired.
t,EO. W. TUlt.Nr, Tearber, Bryan% TeZas.
CUTICURA WORKS WONDERS
Fonees single rake r.1 Culler-41A Slow", endu-
ing 2sc., is sufficient to rest the virtues of these
great curatives. there In Dow tio reatum why
tttottsands should throng-h life tortured. Cis-
flgure,1 and honnliatetl 1,100<1 Will et Ili dis-
eases. which are sppedil y eured by tbe CUYSCOaa
kastantas at a it coat.
Sold throughout the word. Prior, Voirrenu.
vo.; eP•AP, Itt.•••1 s • • r. Cl. l'oTTIER Luos
eat) taiga Coale., role Prutoietors, 13,4ton.
" How to Cure Skim Disease.," mailed free.
PIMPLEB, blackheads, red, rot, sh, chapped, sodoily skis cured by eyelet ea doer.
WOMEN FULL OF PAINS
Find in Cott...era Anti-Pete Plas-
ter instant an•I grateful relief. It
is the first and only pain-killlas,
streortheuing plaster.
DoctordSay;
Bilious and Intermittent Fevers
which prevail in miasmatic dis-
Green and mixed 34 cent to 1 cent tricts are invariably accompan-
ied by derangements of the
Stomach Liver and Bowels.
The Secret of Health.
The liver is the great "iving
wheel" in the mechanism of
man, and when it is out of order,
the whole system becomes de-
ranged and disease is the result.
Tutt's Liver Pills










sion speaking of its gratify.
mg res•Ots in their practice:
Scott's Emulsion
of cod-liver oil with Hypo-
phosphites can be adminis-
tered when plain oil is out of
the question. It is almost
as palatable as milk—easier
to digest than milk.
Propered be Boost & Bosom 111 T. All armrests
Piousands-z Women
Sulbr untold miseries front a sense of &racier
they cannot etc -c.
Female Rcuulator.
BRADFiELD'S Ar•nonte
'ACTS AS ft SPECIFIC.
It causes *with to Ms. and ley to reign
tbrosemost tie frame.
. . NEVER FAILS TO CURE.
"LT wife has been under treatment of leading pay.
steines tame Team • ithout benefit. After Win/
three lenttle•of It1,1-1.•Ton sae
eau do tier own cooking. nenIk•ng n•h•ng "
.111 5.14141•11. Par rig. is.
9r. Prices Crewe Baking Powdes BRADFIELD 11E611.17'0R CO.. Atlanta, ea.
Sold by dramas at 51.00 per hrttle.hisshir• Pier Hist...a Arrwil,
A Change of Climate.
Mrs Ameie It yes Chanter, whe
since her return to "Castle Hill,"
near Charlottaville, \'•., has been a
great muffsrer with rheumatism, has
I.ft there for Fort Worth, Tex., in
the hope of being benefitted uy a
-hang@ of climate.
A Hall.
There will be a ball at the town hall
at Crofton to-night. Several people
from this city will attend. The balls
given ai Crofton are always pleaaani
affairs, and the one to t•e given to-
night will not be an exceptiou to tin
mule.
tione to Earligton.
Ward's orchestra !ell. thin morning
forEartingtou, to furnish music for
the dancers ut the masquerade ball
to be given by the Kisighte of Pythiae




MirOffice over Bank of Hopkinsville
--At pllic All Night —
Hopkins-villa 
Howell & 13E11,
7.4.1%..eetee 'er Meet E.
I'MAC'Tlete IN THE COURTS OF CHRIS
TIAN AND ADJOINING CULTDT1311.
Prompt attention iv ,'n to the e'llertion of




Special attention paid to the oollee-
Lion of LAIL. •OS -e ever Planter
Rank
THE MODERN INVALID
Has tastes medically, in keeping with
oiber luxuries A remedy must be
pletiitani;y accept ibis inform, purely
stholesofhp in ewmpoeltion, tritely
benetti•-al in fret arid entirely free
freru every objectionable quality. I
really ill he consults a physicisn; it
constipsted be uses the gentle famtie
laxative Syrup of Fig.
At Clarksville.
On April 15 h, R,v. J. I. Hawk no,
of Lexington, wilt begin s protr.ct d





)CURES NOTHING iU PILES
A SURE and CERTAIN CURE
known for 18 years as the
BEST REMEDY for PILES.
POLS BY A I. DR I OGISilrfi.
'en tl.:31.1I27011 NZ- . ST LOD711.
,•,11111111 ' 
--
Marriage License. DEAF7,4,5 bt.W, ,E.AD.b P,4,01ShE.S ChIlDklis. seee. kelp A mart age. lieeeee 1111 so ;esti-el y pestnartl. Napkin. hoes.. sr. urispea.ellitWwoy
Pew York. wit. depot. Sen.! for te‘a and g a.teteley to Mr. Tsylor M •Kluirey and
N1 ism Elia li•igg4, who resides In the
B tiff Spriiige precinct
KNOWLEDGE
Brings comfort and improvement and
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly treed. The yearly, who live bet-
ter than others and enjoy life mom, with
less expenditure, by more promptly
elapting the world's best products to
the needs of physical being, will attest
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxative principles embraced in the
remedy, Syrup of Figs.
Its excellence is aue to its presenting
in the form moat acceptable and pleas-
ant to the tAste„ the refrebbliing and truly
beneficial prefertiem of a perfect lax-
ative; effectually cleansing the system,
dispelling alda, headaches And fevers
and permanently cur.ng constipation.
It has riven satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the meh!Scal
proftssion, because it acts on the Kid-
neis, Liver and Bowels without weak-
ening them and it is perfectly free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Fig, is for ?tale by all drug-
ghat in 50 cent bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name IS printed on every
' tk; can m. P $10() n week, Ad. Pecker, 
also the name, Syrup of Figs,
e and beit)g wo:1 informed, you will netdr se W. P. H•RHI•ON tit CO , Cline
No. 14, Columbus, Ohio. 'Accept tee eetesetute if (dem!.
4' 
• ?s"













Have you made up your mind to
save any money this year? If so,
why not buy your goods of
-T. M. Jones,
who always carries an elegant line of
Staple and Fancy Dry Goods, Dress
Goods, silks, Fancy Goods
' 
Trimmings,
\'otions, arpets, Rugs, Oil Cloths, Mat—
hugs, Boots and eh es Just received a
nice line Percales in dark s.nd I ght col-
ors, also a pretty line of Embreideries
You e.n!always rely on getting better
goods far your money at
T=M-Jon es
than any house in the city. Cut price, in every hue
Goods in my house.
1E1
1.





d jIIs at d Percales for shirt waists,
IMPORTED MESS GOODS,
Black and colors for early siring
Embroideries, Laces!
Dimities,Nainsooks, I
Gents', Ladies', islissele • s
And Children's Sboe
Carpets, - Mattings, - Rugs,
Linoleums, Oil Cloths, Etc.
M These Goods were bought under the "new





"Are those spoons sterling ?"
"And how can you sell them at such
low prices?" •
Are two questions that are asked
us repeatedly.
The truth is we are selling solid sil-
ver goods EA such low prices that people
think it is plated ware.
Now, if you want anything in the
silverware line, come and inspect our





To Buy Goods at your own Price.
Ten days is the limit. Now is the time
to buy your suits overcoats and shoes:
when you can buy them lower than the
jobbing houses are selling them. There
is a satisfaction in knowing that no oth-
er:house in town can get below us in pH- .
ces. You can be made comfortable for,








< ••• isareer.es-ver..-‘••- • • 'sr: ,skair...--r*Mv•
seo










SOWN at WO Hopmaaviiie as
sawed elms wane
tI. to Rat a.
We will furnish the Weekly Niro
_ERA and any of tee puulica tion
earned below at prices iudicated:



















Rod. Elan suet Kennel .. ... .
Huntsmen Farm
Friday. Fehrtisrv 15 . 1995.
*octetv.
Mr. Hell 0 r, of Trenton, wa here
Monday.
Jim Refined, ef Pembroke, We.
here te-ties
'Settle e H. B. Clark, f B lle•ie• ,
W$s r ere )seterday.
Mrs. J a. 0. Ceopm. Is visitiug ter
deughter at Cadiz.
Mr. Marcellus Brown came in from
Cr ofton Ibis week.
Mr. A. B. Long, of Crofton, was In
the city yesit•rday.
Mr. J. J. t'. McKnight was here
from Howell Tueedsy.
Mr. R. C. Pace, of Herndon, wau
here On business Tuesday.
Miss Sadie Frankel is visiting
friends in Henderson.
Mr. A L. Carter, of South Chris
then, was here yesterday.
Mies Annie Johnson, of Fairview,
Is visitieg feeeds in the city
'Squire Stec et the Church Hilt
nitigeborhovd, was in towu tee.
week.
Mr. Thome, Starling, of Hendee-
gee, is eery III at his hums in that
city
Mr. J J Ogburn, of be Creaky
neighborhood, was in the eity or
business this week.
Mr. B.no Taitaterro were' lieleed •
Owastebore Sunday There Wirt.- U11113
Ma is the ocsogreestion.
Jere, 'Trice, of Pembroke, Is visiting
her parent', Mr. lied Mr.. T. M. Ed-
neurideoo, on Nor. h Main.
Mr. Ned Weoid, Wry, a pro-pereue
farmer beau the neighberieteld
pile, we. in he city Monday
Messrs J. Wbeeler Cayes and
Peter Adooea, of the Chureti Hill
neighbo, hood, were norm Tuesday
Miss Florenc Buchan in he 010*rd
her achoel down in the Haley Mei
preedaer, and returned to Ibis city.
Mr. Fero D.w..on, • populsr y• uog
firmer of R raring Spring*, was in
the city Tuereley cud paid u • a cell.
Mr. A. T N snce,who reeldee down in
the Perell.s.., and who hie beee vie-
Itillg trie1114 in tier Rearing Settee,'
neigliberh eel, was in the est• Tues-
day,
Rey J. w pnieppe, of Peneoroep,
has not yet decided to accept the pies-
torate of the Replier church at More
gentleid, but is still considering the
Matter.
A Report.
Ills reported mat Mr. Bock C.
Cremes', a the Juhan neighborhood,
was near led • few days age to a Mrs.
Hargrave'-, a widuw whose ;lee,, of
reeldence was down in Trigg county.
Mr. Cravens le the man who for a
while was the gate-keeper at the base
ball park In this city.
Big Sandy, Tenn.
Mr. H. A. Gardner, who for *IMMO
years has bad a store next door t* our
riffles, has moved to Big Sandy, a
station South of Clarksville, situated
on the Men/0168nd B editing Green
braneh of the L. & N. He is In the
clotbing husiness there, and we hope
that he will meet with success.
Dead.
Tindley Shackleford, a negro who
for many year. lived in this city,
died out at the asylum Ve'ednesday
night. He was cres• for many years
before be was sent to the asylum.
Gone to Fairview.
Mr. F. M. Mullen has moved his
'family up to Fairview, where he will
taken (theme of the Review. 'Squire
Brewer did not make &mistake when
be employed Mr Mullen.
Died at Bowling Unita.
Mr. R. M. Deughtry, a member of
'the arm of Daughtry & Uwoltsey, of
&melte. Green, died at that place
Thareday He had been a sufferer
from tionsumpoion for several yeere.
For the :list.
In rbe regular lecture course at the
'Tabernsele Dr. Jam'. Headly le put
down for February AO, but, on account
of some nalsonderstaudine, he will
ere be here until Feb. 214. Dr.
Beedly was born in England, and is
.41 nereeeh-lrish descent. He came to
This country in his boyhood days.
For fifteen years he haa been on the
leetere platform, where he has earned
a most enviable reputation as a clear,
deep thinker, a logical reasoner and
a moet pleasant speaker. rh• Bloom
ington Pantograph say.: ' For depth
of thought, clearness of expression,
elegance, of rhetoric, and brilliancy
of wit his eff ots exceed anything




Os 'account of the led and snow be-
ing allowed eo remain on the tide-
walks another lady wbo earns ber
living with her needle Is rendered
het pies., and will be laid up for
week". Mho Ann Luca., who lives
with Mrs D. Anderson, and who is
well-known in this city, slipped and
fell Monday on the icy pavement
near the foot of the stairway leading
up into the Summers buildlog, and
broke her arm. She 'tailored intensely
from the Injury. She was picked up
and carried Into Bassett &Ca's store,
where she remained until a carriage
could be secured to take her home
It will be some time before she will
be able to use tier arm and her suffer-
ing will be intense.
This would not have ooccrred If the
city had bad such an ordinance as
we, to the name of the people, have
begged for-an ordinance requiring
that the sidewalks of the city, be
cleaned off direetly after each snow
or sleet. The life of every citizen of
HopkinsvIlle is in danger every day
that the streets are allowed to remain
in their present condition. People
will not voluntarily clean them off,
and an ordinance should be passed
requiring that it be done. As it ie,
each man waits for hie neighbor N.
go to work before he will make a
move, and, as • consequence, the
pavements are not clesued at all,-
"what's every body'e buetnee•, is
nobody's biednerea."
In the name of the public, we again
esh that something be done.
ft -peiring.neatly and promptlt done !
bs *bill MORRIS I
Tee 'olio assessed '"alne of property !
ii. Le county is only $788 884 1
Half ..1 the tribeeno predueed In the '
in the Uolt•d Stites Lest year w AI
grow,. in Kentucky.
The HMIse has r,ver-ed eseiceiiii '
aud Cengreeenie 'cc. ere.; will ..1) .1.1, ,
teed during the teems
Th. identity of the Capt B oc•rdue
who died in Austelo (is , has orit
oven certainly eatabiletied.
It!ni. R sh•rt 0 tog osol will lee's'.
et er at Nothville, text Siturday
ni ht on "Pe 'meal Liberty."
'fr. H C. R•wliters, tWf M “i•
enU'Ity, has b•en -p,sol .1.4 to a et. r
appropriate p ....• fea Ku link;
-lit is in 'lie Mee B 'reit/
S J Bdter, oi, E
eter ,hirfoet sod t ose L ip ere al-nt.
*•r ti 'le it too..
81to Claud Terpiev,
sviatie cutting g wood Terve
d iy, cot oie. 'if her howl.* aim •Iti 4,11.
IF le now to-pored th-t Mi.'. Anna
na.. peed be- aeter ewe-' h.- .•I
'101 engaged to wed a French
Olen!.
I. D ZO, 4 bank n••bier at E v-
.., le; le, Ark , en' 821 000 short, snit
-intim. 'eft sun. de.
M Garland,' x Ch eoel'or of Van-
Ikhul thevereity at Nsebville, died
Tuesday morning.
Rot John H. White, who was on
last Thursday elected Bishop of In-
dians, is one of the best known cler-
gymen In the Northwest.
Lheumatiene is prima* y. (lensed
by acidity of the blood 1 o i's Mar-
•aparilla plIrd4a the blood, sad thus
curse the „heels...
The bitterness of the cold all over
Kentucky is almost unprecedented.
Harrodsburg reperte the lowest tion•
perature-20 below zero.
Over 700 poor peoote were fed by
toe citizens of L-xington Saturday
rhey are being well cared for, coal
d•-aler. there fl charity orders at
n .sr.
41v Baum,, aged ola.ty•thrpo
and Mies Ft was Brown, aged *Weer.,
were married in Andentoo county h
is the Colonsi'a seventh nistrimeniai
r•riture.
Jeer efoKKte is always up v Ith the
style.. Try bias Shop over 1 former
& Ball•rd's.
g on ih- 16 1;14 hie month
Rio 0 u Simmone, of L entitle,
oil .-'induct a protracted meeting at
.he 13,poist church in Clarks' ills,
hole lug two services each day.
Mr Alex Tompkins, who reore-
siented the Oat!? of Owen-bore Je the
t -et L gi•lature, ha' (broil nod to tee
.g 'In. le says tb.st his business. re
q oir- whole time.
The tidies of Henderson will issue
a wiper uez' Monday from h• J air
sal effi se. The proceeds from the
!Etta of the paper and from the &dyer
'tete:wens will be devoted to charity
Ali passengers trains on the Chess
p..e.ae Or d Ohie are now 'sighted b:
elee, rieity. A large storare plant has
neon erected t Riebinond Vs., r
the trains are supplied with batteries
which last sixty Ileum.
Judge Orosecup threatens to pianist,
George Pullman for contempt iv,
everting the service of a subpoena_ Ii
is. however, not likely to go Itreyoesi
. threat. It is not customary to pule.
'$it millionaires in thiaeountry.
The total amount of tax shies; prop-
erty In Crittenden county this year is
$2&8 912, which is a total dec-ease of
$50,000 from the year before. Tbe to-
tal umber of vote-, as shown Ly
the books of the assessor is 2,840
1 B. el:orms has announced him-
ere as a Democratic candidate to rep
resent Ci,ayson county in the legisla-
ture. look, like it would take
regular cyclone to sweep the Repub-
liosne out of the way in that county
ibis jear; -but maybe an ordinary
storm will do it.
Have your clothes made, cleanan
and repaired by Joe N.
Fowright, the tailor and
cutter. Foreign and  domestic
woolens for pants and glutting, &Ivey,.
in bend at reasonable price.. Bridge
street, opposite littICTUCKY Nirw ERA
oilier,.
WANTED-For U. S. Army, able'
toxliell, unmarriet! men, between the
ages t f 21 and 3i.) years. Good pay,
rations, clothing, iin,1 medical attend-
ance. Applicants be prepared to
furnish satisfactory evidence es to
age character and habits.
Apply at corner Foot and Lieu-.
street, Evansville, Ind. wit
Congreesman Walker, of Massa-
chusette, in a speech at. a Phtladel.
piths banquet announced the fact that
Ceveland and Carlisle were both
traitors. The Congreeetmen was
doubtlies quite drunk, or he weeild
not have toads such a fool of himielf.
In the Russell House in Chattaare
is Tueeday Robert F. Craig, treasurer
of Hamilton county, refines rev.
killed A M. Womble, his former
deputy. The killing occurred In
Craig's room, but aa there were res
witnessed the cause will probably nev-
er be knows.
The resolution providing for the
election if teenators by a popular vote
has been adversely reported by the
Senate committenav,tag it in charge.
The average Senator knows that be
could not be elected by the people,
and he knows that it t• easier to buy
the legislatures, and also much
cheaper.
Beastor Allen, ehe Pepullst from
N era-k., made a two-days' speech
in the Senate on the Alabama elec-
tion, with which neither be nor the
Senate of the United States has any-
thing to do. Such a waists of tint,
is &linnet criminal in the face of the
nation's great need of flasecial leg-
isiatioo. He ought to have been
muzzled.
The time is fast approoching for
Isere Ille SUN er to the incianse tax to
-ppiy for hist re, and fill them out.
the first Monelay in March heing the
last day Joey may be filled without
incurring a penalty for delay. All
persons whose gross earnings are as
much as $3 500 have to make a report,
al.boogh to one ban to pay on less
than $4, 000 Its your duty to write to
the cellector of internal revenue. for
blank. if you it,.. making as much as
0,600 per annutm, or you may have to
pay a penalty for delay
The Hendeeson Glesner says: •'It
may as well be understoird now that
the fruit crop of 1895 has gone the
way the crop of 1894 went. Ten de-
grees below zero Is curs death to
peaches plums and other tend r
fruit". Iu the year of 1884 and lfOid
the trees did not even boom and
many trees were killed. It may be
that some hardier kinds of fruit* are
yet alive, but even this can hardly be
calculated up with any degree of con-
fidence."
Some 'indite facts concerning the
murder of Dr. Rider by Tim 8 nab
and Mrs. grime at Jackson. show
'Arnith to be a mosticonsummate cow
aid. It has developed that Smith
sent for Rader early in the eveteng,
claiming that he Wile entlerinr from
epilepey. Rader arrived, and Smith
pretended to be better, iret requented
the physician to stay all •ight, as ha-
expected another attack. Roder con-
sented, and wan put in a room by
himself and went to sleep He was
killed while asleep, the load of nuc--
lishot entering his r
ight side and going i
entirely through his body.





E..ets iF (Hee camel a di test
York.
C J BflifT1411, lb. wrIl-ke• w
arid , I.. dead
The 0 V *rat is are eow rtnss g
.In OftTeiee.:Ime I,nh:h.irsnib.rAgste..
Herald
hro-gh $21.000 pihltm -mot inn
Hi;ton G'.v or, *he birrge-t en.' n
nee DO (miler in England, Is °Pad
I press your clothes for $1 00 ot
F ,w-tgo• , t 010-, Bi44.r.
Th• frer-s- tete spilled A. *hero
crop of. onto h the exeeprion f
her 0 ivertior H in W CO ors
A man in loots «welded a few
night* age by tftking of IVA clothes
and •oinding on a bridge uutii
free., to devil
Beet sewed toef were el, •eme tacked
75 cents, at JEFF VORRIS', shop over
'looser & B al lard'''.
The man who says: Is it cold
enough for you" ougat to have to
read either "Ships hat Pass in the
Night," or "Trilby."
The Turkish authorities are goins
te reconstruct the acqueduct which
supplied Jerusalem with water in the
time of King Soloman.
L B Smith, Maim agent of the
Great Northern Railroad Co , I. in
Jail In Montana, charged with taking
$17,000 nf the company's money.
There are in the French academy
three Protestants, one free-thinker,
one artist, while nearly every one et
the rest Is a Inimical Catholic.
Fishing schooner Clara F. Friend
was dashed to pl•ees on the rock-
bound shores of Nava Soot's Sunday.
All the crew of tourteen was drown-
ed.
The damage by last Sunday night's
fire to the Cresoent tobacco ware-
toms. and Meyer, Bridget & Co.'s
woodw.re ronory at Louisville, is
put at $175,000
The Temple theater at Owensboro
was pecked Monday night by people
who were &nett-nos to Peg that .•illan-
ems •Itioder on the people of the South
Torn'e Cabin " Those peo-
ple Peseta to be easily pleased.
The Frankfort Capital says: 'If
the Cmrt of Appeals keeps up its
present gal', lawyers and litigants
will linens, experience the strange
sensation of getting a decision the
same year in which the litigstiou be-
gan"
According to e German theologian
the end of the world in to come en
April 281 1908-eight yesrs, two
month", and eleven days from thle
tfrertioon He also predicts a great
war hi 1897, the advent of a new N.-
noleon in 1999, a, Rig of teens and
Merle, and a territio earttniJake in
1901.
Soirving farmers in Nebraska bad
to 'hold up" a freight train on the
Union Pacific Sunday and take by
force a car load cf provision.. No
one can blame them. The Union
Par.f13 is able to lose it, as it has rob-
bed the United States Cieverement
iiut of millions of dollen', by reason
of I ever having paid any interest on
pe bond- which Utiele Sam ',domed.
Let the stagoitig people take the et -
tire road if they want it.
The oldest conductor on the L &N
railroad is Capt. W, G. Kidd, woo is
erenductor on the accommodation
ttain running between Nashvili• and
Pulaski, and has held the position
since 1867 In all that time he has
never mitered a trip, has never been
reprimanded, and has never been
reported to the company. Capt. Kidd
I. 72 years of age, but in activity If
fully thirty years younger. Hale and
hearty now, he says be expects to run
the isecommodatlon' many years
leoror, and declares that be will die
with the harries'. on.
Dissolution Notice.
The parterrithip h-retof 're exist-
ing oerween Waller & Collins wee
dissolved on Jan 1, 1b93, by muoial
c emeot, Mr Conine retiring Mr.
Waller assumes the payment ef all
debts against the firm. 3.3 ter 4
THOe. F COI I,INS
Bowling Ureen.
Mt rept Sitnitir, uncut the Mast
and beet-knowu men In Warren
county, died at We hem. near 14 iwl-
ing Green. He was stricken with
paralysis the day before.
10.1111110
Wednesday 20th.
The above is the date OP which the
Rt. Rev. Thomas U. Dudley, the
Bishop ef the dolcese of Kentucky,
will deliver his famous lecture, "Tim
Historical Christ," at the Tabernacle
In this city. The price of admission
is ouly 16 cents, and IL e money is, for
most worthy Ottect. You should
go and hear him.
Last Saturday Night.
Mr and Mrs. Chas. F Collins are
the proud parents of a handsome
nius-pound girl.
A Raise.
The Smerverore made a raise cf
$80 ('00 in the valuation of property in
Leon county.
Farm Animals.
Estimates of farm animals In the
C died States in January, 1895, pl•ce
nuniber at 15) 566 061, vaiued at
41,819,416,306
A Fatal Shooting.
The Esrlington Bee gives the fol-
lowing particulars in regard to a dif-
ficulty between two brothers in Hop-
kin, county: "k fatal shooting oc-
curred near Charleston last Saturday
night between two brothers-Tol and
Will Price. The exact cause of the
shooting le net known, but they had
bed some difficulty and Tel armed
with a allot gutefired the shot, taking
effect in his brother'. leg, just above
the right knee, tearing an ugly hole
and shattering the bone. Drs. Earl,
Messer and Motherhead were called
and *amputated the limb, but could
not save his life. He died Sunday
night. They both had families."
He Is a Slider.
A few nights ago Mr. Frank Gor-
man was out coasting OD the hill on
Ninth street. He started down the
hill with several young ladies on the
sled, and sifter going some distance
that party saw a hack approaching
and seeing it would be impossible to
avoid a collisiou, the young ladies
fell off. Mr. Gorman did not have
time to get off so he laid ñ it on lee
balk on the sled which weut straight
between the horses and passing on
under the back continued on its
way without having checked up in
the least. It was a very es.
nape, and had it not have been for the
font that the you eg min., had
presence of mind enough to lie down
be would in all probability have been
killed very dead,
narrow
WI hester, K: , has established e
fr •-• soup tiou-• for .t'oof.
F ',oda of Hon W M Reed, ro
MarInn count% , went tilin to run ter
The aeluel shorter. in t
County C •-k 'lb is. J
port, is
tt 214aTe I e Ke 4'0 ha lo gnefed ii
b 1 prouto opg rel.& ea -
Bowe preoriU11101.
rh-flr.r POIIV of the4 E•entog
World, Hender. •n'. liew deity pip'- ,
w .6 iesued .asi Monday.
soa Br. ekinridge hats been ato
po tiled Ioeome T•x Vol lec or for the
A sh t suit reveotte district.
Jourilon Berd.ne, a iJepearLirue
eout ty farmer, was tusmo4 frozeu
desth uear hie home a few days •g...
Peuide railroad.' are end favoring to
compromise their Indebtedness, to the
government by paying interest on the
loan.
Twelve prisoners escaped from the
Catlettsburg jail by tunneling under
•h• building. Pleven of them bad
o on sentenced to the penitentiary,
.'dr. Antiotph Sutra, Mayor of San
Francisco, urges that the 0vern-
orient (erector() its mortgage on the
Prcifla railroads, take possession of
them and run them.
The grand jury at Mt. Sterling has
adjourned after returning three in
dictments in the Blair 'tinkling case
Tee men indicted are Jones Roach,
R cherd F amen arid Cherie. Shedd
Sn e edd is a son of th Sheriff of the
county He has not been "rrested
Roach and Foreman are In jill.
After deciding the otaillet ease In
favor of Toney, the 14 •ard, at the re-
quest of Treasurer Hale, reconsidered
Its action, and will not announce a
decision until mixt Monday. Secre-
tary of Sate Headley, Treasurer Hale
and Attorney - General Hendrick
voted for Toney, while (1v. Brown
and Auditor Norman voted for Beyle.
Quality.
We want your regular.all-
the-year-round trude I,tt us
-ell you all you can eat
41 4 in 4r4 After the diecovery of the upper river in [J. ll
of filo roAds like a rointureo. Mus lnit & uu.s
n
Ne. 1673 by Jolit t and Marquette, and the strcet.
discovery of the falls of St. Anthony in
1680, by Hennepin, little more was
known of the Father of Waters for near-
ly a century. lu 1766 Captain Jonathan
Carver a.ecended the stream as far as the
mouth of Rum river. In 1798 the fa-
, MODS Englith astronomer and surveyor.
' David Thompson, in the service of the
Northwest company, reached Turtle
lake. This lake, which sends a tributary
to the Mississippi, was for some time
suppetted to be the source.
"The first white man known to have
visited the neighborhood of the actual
source of the Mississippi was William
Morrison, a fur trader, who was certain-
ly at Lake Itasca in 1803 or 18(t4. He
never published anything on the sub-
ject, and it is only very recently that
his priority of discovery has been known.
The next explorer of the sources of the
river was Lieutenant Zebnlon Mont-
gomery Pike. He was the first American
citizen to carry the flag of the United
States into north linnesota. Hewett
sent by the merit to treat with
the Indians an stop the sale of liquor
in that region. Incidentally he purchased
for $250 and some whisky a tract of
land nine miles square, which included
the present site of Minneapolie. ('on-
grew subsequently voted an additional
payment to the Indians for this tract of
$2,000.
"Liontenaut Pike proceeded by boat
to the vicinity of the present Little Falls
in Morrison county, Minn. He got no
farther with boats, and so continued his
journey through the winter of 1805-6 on
snowshoes mid with sledges northward.
He finally reached Leech lake. This lake
he mistook for the source of the Missis-
sippi, and his report on this subject was
held to be correct for some year. after-
ward.
"In 1820 the Hon. Lewis rams, no-
companied by Henry It. Sehoolcraft, the
historian, went on an exploring expedi-
tion np the Mirsimippi as far as Cars
lake, so named at the nano by School.
craft. In 1823 an Italian traveler, J. C.
Beltrami, went over David Thompeon'e
route to Turtle lake and reported that
lake to be the true source. Evidently,
however, he heard from the Indians
about Lake Itasca, for he mapped it with
approximate accuracy, though lie was
never there and did not imagine that
the Father of Waters sprang thence.
"Lake Itasca was rediscovered in
1832, when Schoolcraft, accompanied by
Lieutenant Allen, United States army;
the Rev. Mr. 13outwell and others, was
guided to the lake by a Chippewa In-
dian, known as Yellow Head. On this
occasion Lake Itasca received its preeent
name, which was made up of parts of
the words Veritae Caput, signifying the
'true head' of the river. The Latin was
bad, for it ought to have been Vernru
Caput. The lake had previously been
known by the French name of Lac a la
Biches, meaning Elk Lake. This was a
translation of the Chippewa Omoelkos
Sogiagon.
"Schoolcraft's party made an exami-
nation of Lek() Itasca, being satisfied
that they had found the true source of,
the Mississippi. Not again until 1836
did any scientific man visit the spot.
This was a Frenchman, J N Nicollet,
who tried to ascertain the source of the
feeders of Lake I ta.sca. Exploring south-
ward, he reached the springs from which
the infant river takes its rise. It should
be understood that the Mississippi MIS
from its source directly northward for a
distance of 30 miles before turning about
in a sort of fishhook bend and starting
southward. To the baby etream, before it
enters Lake Itasca, Nicollet gave the po-
etic name of 'Cradled Achilles.' He es-
tablished its course in connection with
three small lakes, since named Upper,
Middle and Lower Nicollet lakes-that
is to nay, ho found that the little river
ran through two of these small lakee
and connected with the third. This ex-
plorer mapped the whole of the Itascan
basin and determined the latitude, lon-
gitude and altitude with such accuracy
that subsequent surveys have only con-
firmed and amplified his observations.
"The whole subject of which I have
been speaking was befogged and thrown
Into dispute recently by a certain Cap-
tain Glazier, who, apparently for no
other purpose) than to advertise himself,
published his alleged discovery of anew
and true source of the Mississippi. By
redricing the size of Lake Itasca, ignor-
ing NicolleCs Cnolled Achilles, magni-
fying a small side lake which he called
Lake Glazier, and by stretching out one
of the feeders of the latter, he produced
a distorted map which actually imposed
on the Royal Geographical society of
Great Britain. Marty of the errors thus
origivated have crept into the Maritime:
maps of the United States.
"It inny be paid that there Is nothing
further to he learned Omit the true
Boum/ of the Father of %Vetere A. a
mutter of eeeential fact, the true Upper
Mieshisippi is the river called the Mite
eouri. The Orem that now. fri•int Lake
Itasca la merelo a tribut ary. I ought not
to forget to mention that I walked along
the bed of the stream termed by Captain
Glazier the infant Mississippi for a con-
siderable distance dry shod. The little
brook was dried up. Late tneasurerneUts
have reduced the length of the Missis-
sippi trent .3,181 miles to 2,533 mi_les._".
Only One Dog.'
In Inspection of tile county aseess•
nee books in the theriff'• office te-
epee' rather a wonderful fact. it
showa that in this large and thickly
p mutate I county there Is but one
doz. Only oue man in.the citiety
valued h is canine qoadrup id suffi-
ciently to list him fir taxation, and
thereby make property of him Under
the statutes • dog not listed for taxa-
tion is not property, •n i if stolen the
persoe taking him can not be prose
cuted, bit if be is tested, the p-reon,
stealing him ago be prosecuted for
grand or petit larceny according to
the animal', value.
N tvon Stip.
Tickets for the lecture that Bishop
Dudley Is to deliver at thelfaberusele
n the 20th are now on sale at L. L
Elgin'.' drug store. Call there and
mark off good seats.
A Costly Fire.
ri)The car-barns of the Li coln ave-
nue cable line at Chicago urntd at
an early hour Wednesday. 0 ie bun
tired and eleven treilfos anti grip care
sored in the barns buried. Lem
amounts to $300.0t0
Hurt His Arm
Wills Mr. Ben Long was Out coast-
ing a few days ago his sled ran into a
sink-hole and throwing him oft, hurt
one cf his arms quite sever ly. There;
may be fun in coasting, bu we have
never been able to see Jut exactly
where it comes in. In for or five
seconds One alldee down a hill that it
takes about ten minutes to walk back
up;-maybe that's leo, but we'd take
our fun in some other way.
Sunday Morning.
There time trees an ad ii.soe to the
...Folly of Mr. Tnemes Ore o, Jr. It
Is a youtor 'ado
NO FL.). r,3 T00
Why Or Marine Mend DA No Piny at r
Certain lioliday Rec. ion.
Mrs. Calvin Brice los. vul riy speak-
ing, "put her foot is it," nil not (hi
lazzliez Trilby toot. which niqiigetet:
all 55 .io sate it, hilt, the foot viri. II rich
people are tropeliii ly rumen , It, if ret
for the necks of thoir oder tire Mrs
Urine, Hilo litre. Ty iii u littinoone
1114'n1(.11. Pint 4.nt sartis f ItNce
Year's reveptatin to lie livid at her ‘‘'ioli
ington Hoy "at WI 1.4 eyi.
eery" was sent to noun, the . afire, lime'
for the nut the NI trine ion
had player' at Mrs. Itrioe's last yeer,
and after its lima wink nuid, alcheetieg
strains WV not 1.14-11 itAe•el i It wuulo
have ii glaee of pouch or a up of tea.
The Menlo) band has a tura_ Mar mein
°Ty
Professor Fanciulli how to the so-
cial envoy of Mrs. Brice an asked if
"after five hours of MI1,410 w 11 the ma
simans have some supper?"
The social envoy replied, "II would as
soon ask the cook eat to supper as the
band. " So Professor Faiicmu1i sail the
members of the Marine ba were not
cooks, but musicians of the nation. The
commandaid waved his bitten, and the
social secretary retired in cenfusionl-
Washington liorraip in New York Ad-
vertiser
An Oral Will Probated.
A ntincupative will, the first filed in
Pittsbur4 in 12 years, was accepted On
Wednesday by the register. Jousts Bres-
nan was injured on the railroad on Dec
IS last and died a abort time after on
the operating table at 4110 Wrht Penn
hospital. Before he died he stated to
those around him that he cished his
property to-go to his yonn children-
John, Janus and Mary-ex Indult; his
oldest child because the lat er was old
enough to take care of himse f. He also
left $200 to the Rev. Tito las Bailey
for masses. -Philadelphia l4dger.
A New Thing In
It has teen suggested (hat the con-
trast between the black and white of a
printed page would be less trying to the
eye if tbe latter could simultaneously
rest on a bit of color. Aceordingly a
Boston publisher is getting out book-
that have margins of azure, yellow or
green. - Burton Letter.
Borden Jurors' Renulow.
Ten of the 12 jurors who acquitted
Lizzie Borden of the murder of her fa-
ther and stepmother in June. 1893, held
their second annual dinner and social









'(pure Crape Cream of Tartar Powder. Pius
fr ern Ammon* Alum x soy other
414 f vr Vic The a7ANDAAD5
'!:oES THIS SETTLE IT? PREFERRED LOCALS.
1
HAS It SOURCE
 OF THE MISSIS- ' High Grad" GrocAn es!
s,ppi B,t5 POSITIVELY FIXED/ , Everything We H1.-ve
Is
gteareh For It During'Iii. Story of the .
Iwo Centuries-Lake
ILIAC* and the Lit- FRESH Itie atreato That Nicolle.‘ Christened thethe,-::: jalt:Iplip;a"cross the 3:4ssissippi NV e (1x o a ran tee
river,'' said Dr. Cieuo. "It was 5.,..57, fur
the stream was only about 8 inches wide'
and 2 hichei deep. I have soon the Fa-
ther of Waters where ho rises literally
out of the ground aud starts man infant
rivulet, destimal to cut the UM tett States
In twain with the mighty volume of his
adult flood.
"The story of tho search for the source
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder
wand's Pair Ilieltest Mad.' and Ulteossa
-••••- .41.-
Dr. Price's Cream Baktne Poalte
Most Parreet etaea
•





all hours, and a full line of
drug sundries, paints and
oils.




For Light Bread, French
Rolls, Buckwheat
Cakes, &c.
PRICFS 2. PER CAKE.
The ye est will be delivered to the
trade trl weekly, and hereafter will
he on sale at the following stores, in
Hopkineville, Ky.
Kee, the Grieve. Maio St.
B. J Mssibees 9'b St.
J B Hawkins. 9 13 SI.
r. J. Tate Va. St.
Diuguld & Wells 9th 8t.
Geo. H Johnston 9 h St.
It M. Alderson No 16. Sixth St.
Ponl & WillIstuson Main St.
J. B Galbreath Main IN%
Kinkead & Wadllugton 9 h
Clark & Twymen Main Mt.
I) H. M•tritt & Co.
Vi•. Henderson & Son
c. it at the above placos for Fret
Sample..
J B. GALBREATH, nieffibtillt`g Aa't
I I I
Christia Circuit Court.
John ft resifts Ift.futor plaint if ••
Beulah Depict. etc , defendants All persona
haying claims assI net the'-.sate of.? it Pe-
t log, decease... axe r(-wired to file them w th
me us or before March I. 1`.4
W P Winfrey.







tohhat Is A Man Woilh?"
Or Reserved Seats Free or Fitra
STATEMENT
Of the Condition of the
UNITED : STATES
Building & Loan Ass'n,
At the Close of Buelnesa December Sat,
-ASSETS.-
Loan. on Real Instate $435, 151
tear it on Stock  7.3s0 Ce
heal Ketate . ..... ILEA Kt
Meal Estate sold under Contract.   4,5..o On
Kernel Interest and Premium lia
course of Collection  7,P94 00
Furniture add Fixtures  914 40
Sundry Accounts  Or II
Cash  Ir,700 Si
Total $440,772 4r3
-LIABILITIK8.-
Inentlinsent Btoek r10.771 50
Paid-up Stock   151,570 oir
Sundry Accounts Oro WI
surplus Fund. 2,1176 si
Dividends 1,1. 1, 4. A ag'ici 4, $ mem ta
Divicend 14o, 7, Der,31 '54, 9015 75
--
Total Profits 1114/7,14; 73
Less Eri•tdends paid on
Pall-up Petra and For-
feited 101•Idends ou Stock





Tracy Underhll'. teen ra Manager, and
P Caldwe I, 44 e•rtary of th. Uniied States
litooding •nd Loan kasoriation. each bsing
duly sworn, state that the above is he true
cmilItton of said wow elation, as shown by the
books of December 31, lied.
TRACY LIND•F:Itilit.T.,
£1_ Al WEL1• (general Manager.
Secretary.
Swore to and 5"h.erilect before rue be Tracy
J. E
Y 
des l *401 thl 
alluary, 103. FRANK A he It 4',
hid t^s1 i 2tuf day of
Notary public, JeArrerm to. Ky,
my rommtereon expires January IS, IMO.
This A outoelation dote not deduct A rents or
' Weenie per share mach month from the pole
°Mai fur any experoy charge., hostile expense.
Sr. paid out of this gross OatalOrta, end the
dividend deesred ea net itireirni ond the
stockholder has los entire principal to his
, credit.
Money to Loan
Without delay In IC pkins•Ille aid Christian
"tin"' Mr.Po:k Caneler,




Still In The Lead!
And for tile next Thirty (30) Days we will put on sale




Walking at  85 cents
Sailors at 20 cents
Cape at '23 rents
Shepse at 26 cents
Styliela Trimmed Hats from 50 cents
up te $1 69.
Pattern Hate and Bonnets of the very
Latest etyies.
These Goods Must Be Soid
Regardless of Cost in the next THIR-
TY DAYS to make room for our
spring goods. Give us a call and con-
vince yourself that we wean what we
say. No lady can aflord to miss this
poortunity.
Ribbons, Birds (5. Feathers
In endless variety at your own pries.
Beautiful line new
Jut • Rmivoil.
New line Embroideries! Newest Pat-
ients in Eodglogs, and Insertion.
to match.
L.4CES.
Linen, Smyrna, Silk, Valenenne
Besdiug.
DOYLIES
For Honiton Work, laud Hoolton lace
to match.
CL O.4KS.
We have jusi a tee choice Chil-
dren's Cloaks left, which we will sell
regardless of coat.
C.4PS.
Silk Cape at 29 cente
HOODS  26 cents up
HOSE.
Chi Id rens' fast bract eeatulees 10 etc





3 cents up In Tell, Heal Long. lo Nita up
C. B. Corsets at 

















*New Year Sale• „,
We want to 4.1can o-4t. bcroyfr-4.4.,i,sqp.4 - We are
willing to sell thesti.gatolra ar.bacrifice and
our loss will be your gaiu-if.)ou b-tiy them
C
Men's bhues. 05istit•Is
••' ti,111 si •
V4) SuSie
MAWs lace arid gaiter cap ton.,.. 110 ' *isov"......
calf




11lei tireteo-larifiteir‘a 1141s•-•••e 111t•
" calf, only s few, worth $3 .. 2 041 IVO ilaMS rOd.t)".6 • "Ar
" calf, only a few, worth *51 2t'5 II




 ft' • 
r4eri rig had obeli., 9 to 1034 . _76 s
eLe. f ,„.4"goo A Yew patre of I anti 2 ...
. !a2, rt., These are gned, eye et goods, al .1
(molt n"4".*: .eitl.r± . c"! be rimin Itor prteea
1.4hittg (4orttle
ti•:.i•lia In r;1 rihr Itifk of ' _ ,. 
--/3"ys' Glothing.L
os +or, YtArroi 1,0,1%. •




ey v. tit et, ti▪ lealy o bow left..
Underwear.
All wool suits $1 50.  RI
2 00  1 .'.11
" " wool  1 75
oerneoe hair 400  1 541
' • " very flee 5 00  511
A few mune pf health underweer
• on') 4 05  800
Ve want to aril all Of our wirs•er Un-










I.)etrge r, • Pet re &
rOeSte-
,r see ma.I Mille4110 ipaAriert - •>•
,.• • ot Ia••••
S see*/ kiehada
St. 4 '•%•14 I":
hang alr zeds e..o ha -la 'Li&
liar V 'a we' el Weiss le 4114-
te war. :1101P se•ree
-::;1::' :1
5
• .4,e• de:1 pairsostle," -t'seri 'Nam 7,16eltic 011040
7
1 • ! iV•art r
1 4 ...Al 1 -lac:, t55.2 dopie,Or se o
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4.:..tiontoo, $6 , 4.06.44
"• • • \*.
J. II, Anderaon
awn
We ha cl raih4 ell Over-
coats at any Tric than *pack
them up aiidhJI over sum-
mer. We h e quite a good
assortmen Net, .especially in
large s;r .s'!: imithave any
thought of buviag an ' over.. ._
coat come in and e.What Nv.- ..:
have and -hear. our pricest,'...a.
aCi4;- -s.T4
•
, .414k 1.N4 •
. • • tt
• • • et•
f • - t as
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.14 ir:Nwleta Lag :Cor 44N-Ago v.741w.r•
Rat: otesergiviti)a.:Ii
•5. ,3,54/ .5554-5, ee.asoaseatoure
I is.z 41.f as mei 4,41-/
ase
4.24;iiirOte a.1.51 I
••V 'WA re. a* • •ite, ;le °rat t
soffearl • re bee •••14-cir•250,,








..-4i • • , .
Contractor „ Builder, -.
, Guarantees satisfaction.
Building Materials or Every lle.ierktVn,. . •• .. •-. -'--- • •-• ' •••••'  75. _ ... ••
Plaiii ̀ Speei 1 (4:1'..!.' 11 s :uifi r.cgtimateg Prolittir.Furnishad.
•• • .--•-• .-). ,, ,!,., r •ri. .
.s 7 4
4
., ,.. ; .. ,, .:,
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SERSION DR. TALMACIII AT Yigt
MAW YORK •11A011MY Of
ell nag la tas witsmor BMA -"if*
nee dee lay dread reedondess "be
dale Wawa% Iliselessed-a are Per
se.6.
Iffy teat, Pits libe-Threelholdsed
parade geed ateetid tide the
Added" of Melia •thil elheirsook, be-
an essehie to gets adoniedoss. A few
Wades dart thistratt opesed the
anditiesthise sad were dad
dy
esateded. Bev. . 'Talmage'. sermon
ter die day toes "• Call es 0.Ialders.
edited abases bathe Atha 1. It. "011'-
01111meg I had whire me sot of t
his
feitio"
%we is ao matopoly ia religious. The
Ode ef God is ea a little prope
rty
Mod we any tease off wed hare all to
onsedires. It ad a king's perk se
wine& we leek throes* the bereed gate-
env, trtsfhlasg thee we adobe gm in del
see the deer son the setteary and yeah
the brims lad frefae in the, one-
surrilary. Ilia It is the Piediter's
aimed, mid tererferbans 1Imrs see bees
thee we eel let doers sal poles did we
stay' abet Opee
In my boyhood ode to the seed»
athealtouse %are eras an oireasel at ap
plea eased Ivy • dry bases dam erten
3=1,
11110% Vase notes in the pied
lieraytak sad lge eaten wed
ammo of beide. edge wend allow
eaD of les to tense the lidit Ows ekr.
is the stididassi et a deers embank*
nveit wig and 'math ilibe ware 
ranted
valid thee eiesheed. Oaf
by des smith- Iniagenth of ea tu-
tor 'the imam and after es speed
reohlessod making kis lameness wo
ws
sad tided out. "Dort dear these W.
"Ieth le ea the deg OD yea. ' 
' lerthWinge
WelL my Minds. there are Christian
mien who dee the Aurae seder edam
gamed. There is twits in thia orc.bard for
die wads wank bell they ease • rough
sad derogated» tray of woodine
weisiders. as thotagh they had no bad-
ads dem Waage the Lard wants them
all to wed sad boa is. largest end
nine* trait as the premiss* Have yos
eir idea, because yea were baptised
as III months of egs. end dosses ran
have all year tits Mee deer hallowed
enfilades, time deirefere you bed •
eight to one whoa side of the Lord's
sable. spreading rammed out awl taking
sop the maths Nees? I tell toe oo. Yos
will bare to hatal yonr elbows. far I
dell place os alba sole of von those
vraolls yam never seaweed Weald ids
tads. for. es artist mid to tie favored
people long agsk en he eels 90 Tau
ead so rne, "Other sheep I Mid wince
ime we of tide -
thacDonsid. the Sootohnese, fair
er dve dams head of sheen Bosse a
them are timersiag um the heather; soots
et them are lying down under the Iran
sena of them ere is 7dd-they see
seathered dread Lasts* or ten differ-
pthoea (...1mnerott, tesigithor.
armee over and stye: "I see yas have
*Woad. I have jest Goaded them "
' says MacDonald. "I bad aired
moray more sheep than that Iliad we
bum god soave ere elsererbers. They are
Badgered all sealad about I hare 1, 000
1,000 in ay Santa Othes sharp 1
hide which ore Dos to ab fold. "'
Bo (-brie& eels to sa. Ben te • hoot
eff. .Chriseldies, mid ther• is a knot of
tartedens. be. they mad ap s anal
Vet of the Sask. Mere is the Ephisimal
Isid. the Mothedies fold, che Lather-
ed fold. the Chnigregational hold. the
Pellebyteriss told. the Hardee end
the Podo-Blaptise told. Ills ealy differ-
ed, between time lad two being the
mode a she* vedine. and so they are
marillend GA1 der. gad we wad with
eta sateissies and say there ere es many
*meads d the Lord's sheep bat Chad
»moods. '114., au Yon load ad ems
add than ame ted of ; , 000 of my float
They ere scallisted all over the earth
*Other sheep I had which are ad a
ads fold. °
4.1ertet »my emit wee prophesying the
conversion at tbs eannthe wish a wrath
aminsiaboe se thoagia tidy was atheady
eunverted. sad hi is sow, ta the wards
veY Ink "thpliodeing the sada(
a greet amides& el esedders thee yes
sever stimosed deshil dos fa.
to you lad drag ID ten 'Maths=
k him width see ace a Olds faid."
wear sena
la the Sad pais, I nomad thee the
lisavesily sisepberd will lind day of his
sheep among the sooantrahopesa These
wagempations weed they Gre all
aridness, sod they seem to be *ma-
110140•17 SOOlibOli, and they rested de of
the sksield leads ulna' by chemical
Desperados have bed all Id grimmer
sad verdare when off them ad am loft
edit anti wheat asd daidnis.
weather bee Ohm ems he pee tred
them 'The minister a Chris' bat soft-
faello do with dab Cbridiens MU la
oboe week sod with ostrich
Inether den elf Um acosseenation ad the
led de dale larring them bright sad
arraillhee se bellasa lid the esker
kiwi et a slooreb he as armory, with
papseed soma of &rum and wh-
elks. reared§ fOr the Lord of Rath We
ay to awry applhomit 'Do you waos
110 no os God's eida-die aide side sad
lea happy stole? If Oil, °Oise the sr-
mow ead get 'gapped allay s
in w hese so be alseesed. ads sre sato
eels to pet doe your feet Here is a
bonnet for your brow. Mete is a breed-
plate fow year Watt Bare is a sward
for your Tighe sem. and yonder is dis
trattiedeld. Quit ronnielvai like ape"
There ere some here el» my "I
stopped riling te shanali lb eft SO yam
ago. '' My beraher, is isnot mentege that
yes await! be thie era seas I shoed
sak to today, I knew all year are I
!Wow it very well Yoe have an tees
seceskened to cense two religious so
aid bled. lid I tiert • sortaideng an-
aseurement to make 701111,--TOS see
*nag ee aeon» one of the Lad'.
sheep " iih, ' you say. -it is imps
Attie Yes don't know bow be I am
tease anytheag of that kind. " I lead
- - - - - - -  -
ail about ft I have woillOGOWS up ana
thwo use world, sea saismaded yowr
awe, I had a dill mare seartiong
oodoentea to make in regard 4 roe-
you are Dos -only via" to dooms one of
the Lord's abed. bet yon will brooms
ane aday Sea will day after this Way•
lee le he talked wish does law
/trof God. prey for that m
an. Thee
y oaly ess far you hare I shall ad
break of so mesh as • crass! ter you.
elariedasis. La Me ,aisetnem. kir I am
gang to give 11 le the esesiders.
"Other sheep I had whale see ad a
this fold. "
litipa4is.Ailamge-unt tie"' 461
Mali' rook. de lele people 'cbistieres
"Don the beach, why did ree that heroic
anode: of the gospel of whom we he,.
lin Mod Oil down and Sato OM of shoo
teen on the beads, wrapping them in
binnals, kindling ere for thew teeing
Chip they pot tasty food? Ali. he
libew tad there were others TrIwt would
do that. Ha toys ' Y ooder are men
ink women treesiag I/2 the rieging
Miss wreck Boys. awes the boat "
Aid Dow I see the ow dads bead sa-
da the strong pull, bet -takes they
Monied the rigging a women wee bonen
sad deed She wee waded ge. pser
What. But Di eon. -Thad Is • man le
siOe., sad oria oat: "'tad cm See
wastes licadr. sad I grill mire yea.
Needy. Give Ms MS beak
Leap into she Medal These Gad his
te saved ''
tio there IWO those here lady WWI-ass
safe on the shoos of God's merry, I
will WA spend any time with thaw et
eel. but I see Uwe MO some who me
feeding in the nude of AO ad do
ratified by perilous ward Pall irrey,
ay lads' lois es reach them. Alm owe
si leashed ler Ned cons There le oat
• Miro 10 be saved. Les as push oat fon
oat one.. Clutch the rope dr se
main. riesch tt es with a death pie
Steady. uow, cei the slippery Oder
etetoty There-saved. saved ' Jost se I
thereat:it Yoe Chews hes declared thet
there are wane milt in tee Mather* wee
shall ,00tne ashore 'Other sheep I have
veirb Are mot lf this fold
110•14444/1/4f/ for Stray 11111keept.
Chow mennisaris Me is Iniewes to ee
lettermen, and wiles I go debts" I 4o met
want to go stared ocher Aerobes. bet
lot.' tee wide world, oot Aloft( eking
Etubotes ore*. where eight or ten oth
or perweiede sitting with hook and
bee. trot, Hite the Ithameen of New
Iteuidland, sealing of end droppiag set
away outside., 40 or 10 alias trona
share. Yid, there are soisehaechepiers
ewe who will same ie. Hat Sabath
Iblef ho Wise dein or is mar
bathe adroit. They see this meanest
&Wag sired ines Oddities smociations.
their void will be heard is ',bile
raw Then ori fl die inzeaos, their
patina sod to be carried out by 
dirroall
men to be buried and on their grave
 be
ehiseled tee words. 'Preoious in the
etght of the Lord is the death ot 
his
mina " And ru rerarrection day yos
will go. up with Sae dear ohildren 
you
have already buried and with yo
ur
Christian dream who have already w
on
' the pals And all dist greed sod itio-
noes Ideftho begins this hour • ̀ Oth
er
' sheep I have witted see col 
of this
fold."
. I eseatek again, the heaven
ly shep-
herd is going to find a greet macy
 of
Ms sheep amuse those who are posit
iee
rejectors of Christithity. I do not know
how you Game to reject Christianity.
 It
' may bevy been through beari
ng Theo-
dere Parker preaoh, or through 
reading
' Itemin's "Life of Jesus, " th
rough the
taLt a seine young man in your
dare. Is may bad been through 
the
tenikery of some professed Ch
ristian
num who disgusted you with 
religion.
I do ad asit you how Toe bec
ame se.
bat yen frankly tell toe the* you do re-
Jed It loci do uot believe that 
ChrisI
th a theism being, altbough you 
edmit
the. he wee • vary good man Yoe
 do
sot baited Mon the Bible wea inspi
red
el God, although you think t
here are
mad ray Ise *lags in it Yoo 
belied
thee the Sarineerat descriptiom ci Eden
was only es allegory There de 50
tided thee I belied thas you don°. be-
' lied Aad yee yes are aa soc
ommodeb
Mg mass Everybody tilikt koows y
ou
• ewe thee a yd. If I shoteld oak yo
u to
do a kiadnese tor me, arr if ear ad else
sioashl sat of Toe a kindness. yes wand
do It Sow, I had kindness to ash of
you thaw. U is something thee w
111
oast you sothing and will give nee peal
ailed I wed you by sepeedined 10
My the power of Chriet's religio
n. If I
should own. to yea. mid you WWII very
sick, tand donors had given you up and
mid need was DO thews for you. and I
shoald tale hat a bade sad say t "Bets
is a median» that will cure you It has
add NO people, end it will mire you.-
you would say. '' I hare no 000fide
na
io it. " I would say, "*on't you 
take
it to ob/ige niev" "Well," you 
would
sky, "if U's any &commode/Slott to y
ou,
I'll take it " hiy friend. will you be
tad ea accommodating in matters of 
re-
ligion! There ant Dene cit you who have
fonnd out that this world cannot eati
sty
you soaL You are like the lad who
told me one Sabbath after the marries
wee over "I have tried this world end
found is as ineafflothos portion. Tell
me of something better. ' You bave
some to that You are sick far the need
of divine niedatuntent
1110647 be Oleg.
Wow I come aod tell you of s phytd•
elan who will cure you, who hes cured
huodreds and haedrects who were as
Met se rota da "Oh. " you say. "I had
se carbides in him. " Bel will you
Dot try him? Accommodate me hi this
wider: oblige me in this madam just
try Ina I ant very certain be will cure
you. Yoe reply, "I have no especial
confidence tom, but if yogi ask me se
a seesaw ed *accommodation Wadded
" do I tio Lama/two hini-Chriat,
the pbysiataa who hap oared more blind
"do aod healed twee ghastly wounds
sad bound tip more brokec darts than
all the doctors dna the time of Macula-
dna That divine physician is here.
Aire yoe ad ready to try him? WU' you
sot, as • pure mattera experiment try
him sad side your case before him thin
hoar, Rohl nothine hook from lint If
yes educe prey, if Toe do not know
how to my any other way, eel: -0
Lord Jesus Chriat. this is a strange thing
for id to the I know nothing about the
foraralaa a religion Theme Christian
people have been talking so law about
whd thee cane do for nor I am ready
lo 6o WAIIIIVW that oommanded me to
du I tha reedy to take whaider thos
ethinsthillost sae to take. If there be any
poems la religion es these people say,
the ate ibeire the edvantage of it." Will
yea try that experiment nowt I do not
as tine pant of my diatoms. say that
there le serrething religion, bet I lim-
ply say wy is, try it. Do oce take my
coded es the counsel a any clergy-
mask if Ton &sepal elarlynten. Perhaps
onay be talking professionally; per-
iwigs we may be prensticed Lo the mat-
ter; purled we may be hypocritical in
owe isdearsosere pernaps our advice Is
ad war& taking. rims mkt. the roes-
ei some vest aspeotable thyme*, m
Jahn MAMos. the poet. a William Wil-
deface. the seatesman; as Immo New-
tons. the salsenCeeer, so Robert Boyle.
pidlonepher; es Locke, the meth-
phydedas. They sever preached or pre-
tended to preach. mod yet putting bows,
one his talemoope mid soother his par-
Limeade» saralL and assother_lais
foisiiieriverything. sod-yet t,iit of that
hot deters a dabs I had acne into the
bread. larerieet. semehiny land of gos-
pel haps sod peed and comfort, and so
I had wedded, in to yen
sied asidag you to tiognP71112.121Lowever
often yea aid dee spokes spinet the
Bible, or bowever tooth yoa may have
aseioseared religion, step ashore hem
did rookie( and autraltsom mu If yon
go home today adhering to your infideli-
ties. you w1111 set sleep cid wink. Yos
do mos weal yeas children to °owe up
with your skapticiers. You casinos afford
so nth thes midniget dasindes.
mil If you de nos believe la anything
alas. yott believe is love-a father's
lore. a mother'. lore, a wife's love,
obild's love Then let roe tell yoe the'
God loves you mod Shea them alL Oh,
you most cone in. You will come in 1
Ties peat heart at Christ itches to have
you sane in, and Jesus this vary mo-
ment- whether you sit or stend-looks
into your eyes end safe. **Other sheep I
have which de not a this fold."
• ay Per Kole.
Again I remark that die heavenly
shepherd te going tit led • great many
sheep among those who Dave ad dung
of evil hebft It maks. me sad to see
Christian people give sp a prodigal so
lost There are those who talk es though
the grace of God were a ohain a 40 or
ft0 Wake aod after they had run out
than woe nothing to touch the depth of
a eau bad oda If they were hunting
and got off the track of the deer, they
woeld look longer among the brakes and
Mashes for the loss game than they have
beep looking fee that lost soul People
tell se thee if a man hare delirium tre-
mens twice be odd. be reclaimed; thal
atter woman has sacrificed de integri-
ty the =snot be restored The Bible has
distiocely intimated that the Lord Al-
mighty is ready to pardon 490 times-
Chet is, TO times 7. There are men be-
fore the throne of God wbo have wal-
lowed in every kind of sin, bat leaved by
the grace a Jam and washed in his
Wood they stand there radiant now.
There are thane wbo plunged into the
very lowers of all the bells in New York
who have far the tenth time been lifted
op, sod filially, by the gram of God,
they stand in heaven glarionaly reamed
by the grace promnied to the chief of
ease» I waet to tell you that God
loves to take bold et a very bad ease.
What Use church caste you off, and
when the clubroom casts you off, and
when society oasis you off, and when
boldness aseociathe oast you off, and
w ben father casts you off, and whet_
mother cede you off, sod when every
body ores you off, your tint ory for help
w1U heed the derma God claw down
alto the diSee of your suffering and
theme
The Good Tampion =mot save you,
although they are a grand institution
The Sons af Temperance cannot sari
/04, although tbey are mighty for good.
Signing the temperance pledge cannot
save you. altholigh I believe in it Noth-
ing bet the' grace of the eternal God olio
save you. sad that will if ion will throw
yourself on'it. There is a man in this
boas. who said to me: "Unless Ood
helps toe I ammo. be deliwired 1 bad
tried tag, sir, but DOW 1 have
got In 6tTlieertilbit of prayer, sad when 1
lane to 40d:taking saloon I pray that
God wtil 'eke see safe pad, sad I pray
until I am Poet He does help ma " For
ererr man given to strong drink there
de mores a trope set sod when be goes
tett tin bondage tomorrow be will be
tellable ?Mil, sod no 00e but the every-
where pressen God eau see that man
Wireedti- Oh, they talk about the cats-
wombs of Nepica, and the cathoombe of
litoosti and Ude oathoombe of Egypt-oche
burial yids. sneer the city where the
dna of a gred eseititode lies-but I tell
you New York bas its catacombs, ADO
Bona it's ostaxentis, sed Philadelphia
anthonaibst They We the under
grated radaran is, full of dead men's
hones aid sit mooleaulineeit Young
sten yee know a God help r,11_ There
Is Ito seed a going into the art gallery
to ass la the skillful sculpture that won
dere& repessentatiou of a mas and hir
sone woad esoand with serpent*. There
de families »preowned in this house
that see wrapped is the martyrdom of
ENDS sod Maio - and TISHOD-li hying
. mow e ' ' -
--'001111w 40411100 . paws).-
•
tneian's wire, tht y declare ine101V-
*dues@ of Christ's religion to tho wan
ts
and troubles of the world. If you w
ill
not take the recanumendatiou of mini
s-
ters of the gospel, then take the tee.31
11-
meudat Ion of highly respectable laymen.
0 men, skeptical and struck through
with unrest, would you not like to ha
ve
some of the pests' whicb broo4ls over
our souls today? I know all about yo
ur
doubts. I have been through them all.
I have gone through all the en:rieuln
in.
I have doubted whether there is a God,
whether Christ is God, I havo doubted
whetber the Bible was true, I bave
doubted the immortality of the soul, I
have deubted my own existence, j_huve
LsOoixin of ghastliness -aid hiiirrcEcr. W4?
are you to Jo? I sin not spenkinginto
the air. I am talking to hundreds of
men who must be saved by ("lira t's gos-
pel or never saved at ale What are you
going to do?
Help For the Intemperate.
Do not put your trust in bromide of
sJotassium, or in Jamaica ginger, or :my-
thing that apothecaries can mix. Put
your trust only in the eternal Orel, aud
) will see you through. Fome of you
•.) not have temptations every day. It
is &periodic temptation that every
six weeks, or every three mouths, evhen
it seems as if the powers of dareeess
kindle around about your tongue the
Ares of the pie It is well eueugh at such
a time. as some of yon do, to reek med-
ical eounsel. but your first ate! most im-
portenate cry must ho to God. If tho
fiends will drag you to the slaughter,
make them do it on your knees. 0 God,
Dow that the paroxysm of ;hire; es coup
ing again upon that mau, help him!
Fling back into the pit of hell tho fiend i
that assaults his soul this moment. Oh, I
my heart aches to see men go on iu this
fearful struggle without Christ.
There are in this house those whose
hands so txemble from dissipetion that
they can hardly hold a book, and yet I
have to tell you that they will yet
preseb the gospel, and on communion
days starry around consecrated bread,
acoeptable to everybody, because of their
holy life and their consecrated behavior.
The Lord is going to save you. Your
home has got to be rebuilt. Your phys-
ical health ham got to be netored. Ycur
worldly business has get to be recon
structed. The church of God is going to
rejoice over your discipleship. "Other
sheep I have which are uot of this fold."
While I have hope for all prodigals,
there an some people in this house
whom I give up. I mean those who have
been churchgoers all their life, who
have maintaiued outward morality, but
who. notwithstanding 20, SO, 40 years
of Christian ilvailicipsi", icaie iieVer
yielded their heart to Christ They are
gospel hardened. I could call their
mimes now, and if they would rise up
they would rise up in [cores. Goepel
hardened! A sermon bas no more effect
upon them than the shining moon on
tbe city pavement. As Christ says, "The
publicans and harlots will go into the
kingdom of God before them." They
have resisted all the importunity of di-
vine mercy and have gone during these
30 years through most powerful earth-
quakes of religious feeling, and they are
farther away from God tban ever. Aft-
er awhile they will lie down sick, and
some day it will be told that they are
dead. No hope!
The Open Fold.
But I turn to outsiders with a hope
that thrills through my body and roue
"Other sheep I have which are not of
this fold." You are not gospel burdened.
You have not heard or read many ser-
mons during the last few year*. As you
came in today everything was novel,
and all the services are suggestive of
your early days. How sweet the open
ing hymn sounded in your eers, and how
blessed is this boor! Everything avg.
gestive of heaven. Yon do not weep, but
the shower is not far off. You sigh, ami
you have noticed that there is always a
eigh in the wind before the rain falls.
There are those here who wmal. give
anything if they could find relief in
tears. They say: "Oh, my wasted life!
Oh, the bitter past! 06, the graves over
which I have stumbled! Whither shall
I fly? Alas for the future! Everything
is dark-so dark, so dark! God help
met God pity me!" Thank the Lord for
that last utterance! Yon have begun to
pray, and when a man begins to pett•
lion that wits all heaven flying this
way, and God steps in and beate back
the hounds of temptation to their ken•
nels, and around about the poor wound-
ed soul puts the covert of his pardoning
mercy. Hark, I bear sornething-eomes
thing fall! What was that? It ei the
bars of the fence around the sheepfold.
Tbe shepherd lets them down, and the
hunted sheep of tbe mountain bound in,
'owe of them their fleece torn with tbe
brambles, some of them their feet lame
with the dogs. but bounding in. Thank
Godl "Other sbeep I have which are
not of this fold."
.
Japan's Leawood Soldiers.
It appears that notebooks are quite
common in the Japanese army ameng
both soldiers and coolies. They keep
regular diaries sad take copious notes
of everything they see. "It is surpris-
ing. " writes& war correepondent to the
China Mail, "what a lot they know
about the great west. Several of them
talk intelligently of Spartans and Per-
sians, Napoleon and his march to Mos-
cow and even compare the abolition of.
feudalism in England and Japan. They
fully understand all that is impliid
the contest between old faehioned hand
to baud warfare and modern long range
maneuvers, and they tweak eeorniully
of the Chinese tactics at Ping-Yang in
trying cavalry charges against nullified
bodies of riflemen without first using
their machine guns, as the French at
Waterloo did their fieldpieces, to throw
the ranks in disorder. All this from the
Japanese must be surprising to Euro-
peans, because we do not know them.
Their progress is greater and more real
than foreigners ithagine."-Luntlua
News.
To Stop Sparring In Boston.
The most notable feature of the 'art
lemeem of the aldermen was the adop-
Hoc of the aldermanic rule thet bereaft-
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only by a unanimous vote upon a roll WEITEI CRZ
calL Rule 30 in, "No license rhall be
granted for exhibitions of pugiliem or
wreetling." This means in elf, et that
hereafter no licenses for sparring (3:-
wrestling can be secured except by
unanimous vote. The roll must ee call-
ed, too. which will make the paesage of
an order or permit all the mon. diffi-
cult,. Notwithstanding the ad ipticn of
this rule no less than 11 petitions fur
rparring and wrestling permits were re-
ceived. They were referred to the com-
mittee on licenses wben appointed.-
Etoston Advertioer.
Or. Price's Cream Baking Powder




It should not be drunk
Unless proper preCautiong
are taken. More diseases
arise from drinking im-
pure water than people
imagine and yet in the
face of warning they con-
tinue to absorb the dan-
gerous fluid. I f you have
any doubt-if you ate
travelling-if you move
to a new localay-take





in the glass of writer,
as It makes it healthy and
palatable.





Dot start without it, for it
keeps them in health.
Last loe cromed Red
Mop co tie wrapper.
11140400 Poill*. Co , SALTO .1110
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Has stood the Test et Thee
MORE SOLO THAN AU. orHen
BRANDS COMBINED
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A MYSTERY OF-g"A-ACE.
The Dark Spota or Taal Vacant l'Ineeo In
the Skies.
Among the more remarkable appear-
ances in the sky which short focus pho-
tograela have revealed, the presence of
clerk gaps or vacant places have been
much commented upon, and one of our
most eminent scientists has formulated
the theory that the gaps are riot real,
but vault from the presence of light ab-
sorbing bodies in space which hide from
us the background of stars end nebu-
leeities. There beam as many difficulties
in accepting this view as the correspond-
lug one of star streams connected by
nebulous bands. That opaque bodies
eiist in the univeree we know, and that
such obstruct light is evident, but the
theory or suggestion is that these exiit
in large numbers and of enormous di-
mensions, especially in tbe comparative-
ly small space which mparates tbe solar
system from the fixed stare. The real
bulk of these rtipposed dark bodies
would be enormous, since they ean
scarcely be supposed nearer than the
nearest fixed star, and some extend over
several degrees of the sky. One degree
at the distance of Alpha Centauri means
400,000,000,000 of ranee at least, while
three degrees moan more than 1,000,-
000,000,000.
If we believe, then, in dark bodies
extending over even ono degree, we be-
lieve their extent is about 70 times the
diameter of the orbit of Neptune. If
they 1 xtend three degrees, they are more
than 200 times that orbit. But many
must be several times tbe distance of
Alpha Centauri, aud an average of
these times cannot be considered as ex•
(retail-la which reeults in a length GOO
occasioned her fall became entangled in 
times greater than the spen of Nep-
tune's mbit, or 18,000 times that of the
the thick brier branches and was suffi- earth. No dark body would visibly ob-
ciently strong to support the venture-
some weman for the few moments until 
street the light of the stars if loss than
1,000,000,000 miles in section. Wo
her friends could obtain a firm grip of
ber limbs and restore her safely to the 
have to decide for or against tbe exist-
mountain path. 
time, then, of many hundreds of dark
masses far exceeding the solar system
Wheu examined, the shoe was found in enie_exceeeing it in some instances
to bo nearly dismembered-the heel
banging by a few rivet* only. An or- 
teousands if not milliens of times-anti
sliinuarye mountain boot, with a flat,
heel, would have offered no angle
of stoppers far the briers, and under oth- comparison with the vast bilk tbe
er than the preeent circumstances ehe
climber would certainly have met with 
total of iuvisible Indite, for we cannot
assume that the whole of the dark bodies
a terrible death.
Au incident somewhat similar, but 
ef the universe are collected in the solar
eeighberhood, but must admit them to
bc probably as numerous everywhere in
space and therefore mere numerous as
well tut infinitely vaster than the stars
and nebulio. The total of the numbea
and size required to account far tee dark
gaps visible upon photographs is beyond
computation, but as the bulk of single
ones must exceed the contents of a globe
the size of the earth's orbit 2,000,000
timed it meet consist of matter millions
of times lees dense than anything we
knew and still be millions of times
greater in mass than the sun.
The sbapes of theee supposed bodies
increase the difficulty. That treelike
forms ehould be spread over much of
the sky would be more astonishing than
anything we have yet discovered, but
the process by which they have reached
this shape is more astounding still.
They are supposed to be ontrusbes or
uprushes of opaque gas into a resieting
medium. But we are not told from
what the on a.sh ran take place, nor is
creations saved the life a venture-
Yet quite lately one of these inartistic 
there any evidence of the existence of
furnace to produce so much erneke nor
some gentleman. Strolling beyond high 
any et a resisting medium to receive it
himself caught by the tide, and being
water mark, he suddenly discevered 
oerafioitricilto prop( I it. Of course, while
the theory is only propounded in gen•
it is more difficult to consider
beamed in by beetling, inaccessible
rocks ail means of eecape seemed cut liattetd.ha-e EuifgdileefihnMitecdheatnalials were fen"-
off.
The water rushed in, and the terri- wHEN FRENckiani
fled gentleman was taken off his feet, --





HUMAN __°P ANIMAL I
Pain from sprains, bruises, cramps,
diseased or torn flesh, aches, wounds,
Neuralgia, etc., can he promptly
I relieved and cured by using
I Dr. J. 1-1. McLean's
.1 Volcanic Oil Liniment.
The FARMER'S REMEDY for the
various diseases of domestic animals.
It is easy to apply, relieves at once
pain and infl.immation, and cures quickly. Full directions with each
bottle. For sale everywhere. Price, 25c., 5oc. and per bottle.
THE DR J. H. McLEAN MEDICINE CO.. ET. LOUIS. MO.
SAVED BY FASI11011.
LIFE AND LIMB PROTECTEJ BY THE
FADS OF STYLE.
rail Collars, High Heels and Turned rip
Trousers as Life. Sarem-- A Man Held
Hark From • Watery Gray* by Ills
Chimney Pot Hat.
Our arena has often been ridiculed fur
ite want of beauty WO are told there
is nothing artistic and in many Mat%
little pertaining to comfort in nine-
teenth century garniente.
The habiliment of some of onr conti-
nent:11 neighbors is far superior, bah in
elegance and usefulness, to our own, so
it is paid, but we do not question this
etateinent, as it is not our proment duty
to pick out the drawleseks of a dress
that has satisfied us so long.
Ugly as is our customary mode, it has
more than once been tho fllOtilid of nail-
ing the life of the wearer or been instru-
mental in preventing auciiieuts which
might have proved serious or fatal.
A geetleman wearing a collar of ex-
treme bright and rigidity while re-
posing idly on s heathery moorland fell
into a dose, but roused himself to find
something moving &bent his neck, and
was just preveuted putting his hand or
the place by a companion, who at that
mement glanced up from his paper.
The troublesome visitor was a large
adder, which, coiling its slimy body
round the gentleman's threat, would
probably have bitten him severely but
for the unusual heigLt of the linen band
that has been a favorite point of attack
of the dress reformers for an inconceiv-
able period.
By an adroit mereernent the friend
caught the reptile behind the head, thus
preventing injury to his hand. The col-
lar, however, woe impaired in the mo-
mentary struggle, it 1 an ugly stain
was pointed out as deadly ejection
of tho poisonous fangs.'"
High heels-those peglIke elevations
which we are intim-eel to believe have
caused untold misery to tbe feet of
women of fashion-have at least ono
good service to their er. saving
the life of a fair mountaineer.
This foolish person essayed the climb-
ing of precipitous cliffs in French kid
boots, with heels of the peculiar bell
shape once so fashionable, and on the
present occasion it was well that she
diti not wander far from her companions.
Her activity, despite the unsuitabil-
ity of her leathern elevations for motor-
taineering, was irrepreceible, and ven-
turing too near the edge of a jutting
rock she slipped, and her frightened
companions expected to see her dashed
to atoms on the ledgee below.
But, uol The high heel which had
uf not so dangeroue a eh:era:ter, has
been reported of a young fashionable,
who had occasion to ride on the outside
of au omnibus through a crowded thor-
oughfare.
Leaning over the rails, he overbal-
anced himself and would have been
thrown in the midst of the traflio bat
for the reason that the bottoms of his
trOUsers were turned up iu that unrea-
sonable style once more prevalent than
at present with the exquisite* of fashion.
The tamed up hem was slung on the
edge of the rail, while the scared youth
dangled, with frantic arms sprawling,
over the windows, with face as red as
a beet root.
A fellow passenger released him from
above, and he was permitted to drop
into the arllis of the conducter. A fall
from such an elevation would have
meant a dislocated ahoulder or a broken
leg at least.
What romance or history can be oen-
nected with the ugly chimney pot hat?
deliverance nor person to hear hie dis-
treseed cries. Unable to swim, be would
soon have been drowned but for a little
occurrence which proved his salvation.
During his struggle the silk hat lie
wore was washed off his head, and the
man clutching at it as the only attain-
able object WM surprised to find that it
buoyed him up.
His arms were clasped, encircling the
brim, while the top of the hat, partly
taming this position he wax enabled to 
manners, or their cookery, or their do-
mestic habits, or their faehions, or their
submerged, resisted the water. By niain-
keep himself afloat for nearly 15 min- architecture, or the
ir ways of life, we
later, at the end of which time a boat do not take offence
 at the book, but we
rounded the cliffs, The boatman, ob. ridicule and laugh at the 
author of it.
au inevitable fate.-London Tit Bite. ; thor in the jour
uala there aro caries
There are bonmots about the poor atoserving him, quickly lessened him from I
His Lessons. I noranee of France and our cuittoutme- We
tures. We sneer iu good feu at his ig-
"I arn trying to learn to ride a biry- have pleasant times over him, aud he
cle," remarked an elderly bachelor who pats all Paris in an agreeableehumor.
walked somewhat stiffly, to a friend If he be a persan of eonsequence,
whom he encountered on the street. dramatize him in a comedy which wlil
"I'M just going home from my lesson make the habitues of a cafe chantae:
aow. I've had more tumbles than usual happy for art hour.
this afternoon, and that's saying a good "Let a German gat obfuscated over
deal. " French cookery; we speak of this horrible
"How long are your lessons?" inquir- things that are eaten in Germany. Let
al the friend. Englisaman do it; we advise him to
"Half an hour," responded the bicy- devour his raw roe bif of the cannibals.
slist with a rueful countenance-"25 They do not like French eseprie That is
in. Mutes Oil the fleor and five in the air because they are very stupid. They do
is my usual proportionl"-Philadelpbia not admire Paris. Wo reniind them of
Tituee. , such gress places as Hamburg or Man-
: chesti r. We do not get angry at them,
i but in.s=k them in the spirit of gayety.
Tees they are mortified. We French-
' He know that everything in France is
the best in the world and do not care
for the ignorant words of incompetent
barbarians. France in sufficient for her-
pelf, anti the soul of France is Paris,
which all the world tries to imitate, at
which we are aroused.
"But time Americans, unlike the
French, are very sensitive as to the
timings said about them by the foreignere
who scribble books. This is evidence of
their immaturity, their lack of self re-
spect, their consciousnests that they can
be successfully assail( d, their appre-
beusions that they muet have weak-
1104Seri WiliCh are visible to strangers or
their knowledge that the boasting in
which they sometinier indulge is mere
i bombast-
"It is two generafrions since Mrs.
Trolloperidiraled the Americans in her
jolly book, yet when I uttered her name
one day to a Puritan of Boston he got
enraged at her memory. This is foolish-
ness in the Americana, who have a fine
country, a eatisfactory pepuletion, man-
! ners that are not intolerable and some
' curious French cookery perpetrated hy
Germans. The Americans mtuit attain
to the equilibrium of mind which char•
acterizes the Frenchmen. They must
all lying between us and the system of
the rtars
The visible heavens became nothing in
: Vire 1:3011411.
Tie re ..• I lilt (0( :•••t t;11 teet at:
ectric ..alee crigiee owe! I IA
th. I CiUr..:."...1:ty eel eal re•
eiet quest'. f cerrent I•1•11!y Wed
aid n ire it rot that this ',Lit ef tire
entlit, if tool monied no) ed for
sinlial euiy, .:1(1 llvet
tete so - oetter • y. at
a is tat - a
`1.11:11%!:1.1 Is• .•:!lit I•t, I: , 11
leo elver 0 • et, o. stem. 1s 1,..
city ce s 5,1pp1.1 41 v..
elecirie ••• riolway tr rower
i • •r.) '11 I ul:
t. .tlre reel voitege, ie.:t-
ea.' I e • le t •e: eee t: ree•
t!' ' : ; .slIII•1!
,1 or boos velooli Nio-oo
a. Ay cr. I '; l';‘. 1
.tr uoldrLd. 1s. , is; 1, I:
111.16..s. V 1:,l' r
.v. y, 11130 tie 0.. :u .1 ey the • n-
ee...) would Le attache el to te • hi arest
one. The lettoo eep; ly and
switch pinto or boxes weuld thus bave
to to c.hly to the priecieel etreets and
art ewe. elm etimee et. eel be connect-
tNi to Any W Her 'deg wilt:out r. glad to
the location of the eteimetion I-exes, as
enough tic.ohle cible could alwees. be take no more heed than Frenchmen
carrit d on -he tee-it to ,..rnnt o: rat take of wbat the foreigners think of
lug tlie engeite lit mete 1,pa them. They Must laugh at every word
free: the log male -Jusee. I uttered by teeir foreign critics. Above
Satan in Cashier's Magaziee. , they must refraM from reading the
' piquant books of their aseailanta. The
French would not read a foreign book
which depreciated Frauce. Yet Ameri-
cans are always ready to buy English
books which slur their country aud pee-
pie. "-New York Sun.
A Parisian who during the few years
of his reeidence in New York has ob-
served American sensitiveness to airy
criticism from foreigners says that thin
reminds him et a difference between
Frenchmen and Americans.
"Wheu an Englishman or a German
or any, other foreigner," he remarked,
"who has been in France writes a book
finding fault witb Frencinuen, or their
Faure L.,' F.' e.t.d.
The Frete •:.st the abuse
of tobacco eetess. t the: for the
first time F:ant e le Dili( Ili i
a confirmed litut:L. r 'iI lc' • 7
smokes several cigars a (ley. el. 'Inn !-
bad a detestation of tuba( co that was
almost fanatical. Manila! Maceinlion
had been a great smoker, but gave up
Brooking loeg be-fore he became presi-
dent. Similarly M. Grevy bad abandon-
ed the practice before his election. M.
Carnet not only did not &melte, but, like
M. Thiers, disliked the Poiell of tebac-
I co. M. Caiiimir-Perier wise not really a
smoker, for rt meat on rare °melons he
would just light a cigarette, which lie
would throw sway immediately. Roaring Springs.
The great Inajt,rity of Frenchmen of Mrs. Julia Jones, of the Roaring
Course smoke. They fondly hope that if Springs neighborhood, died last
M. Faure ic allowed to remain bate week. Her death Was dos to an at-
enough at the Elyeee there will b., an
improvement in thee execrable quality of
the cigars and tobacco which the gov-
ernment monopoly supplier. - Pai is
Letter.
.
Sung the Wrong Tune.
The Cadiz Telephone says: "The
will et J. C. Birdsong Is being con-
tested lu the Circuit Court by some
of his children. Judge Crenshaw
represents the propounders and
Messrs. Sims and Burnett the eon-
testants."
The only way to cure eatarrh le to
purify the blood. Hood,. Sersapar-
ilia parities the blood and tones up
tile whole system.
tack of dropsy. She leaves tive chil-
dren-all under age. iline was for
years before her death a devout mem
ber of the Christian aburch in her
neighborhood.
The leo w members of the Cook
gang of outlasts have been killed.
Tr.. rot.ey am
A story. bogus tei face of it, her
been geihg the nevi-Fe:ear route's tell-
ing how a woman beeatied a Ca.,..or!dge
car und the e.aeltietor gal hid III-
turn trip to "please nee into In:- Gaf-
fey's drue eters, and tell bhp to go next
:lour am: atk ;no no,lah CAI, to
'iver to my benee tied etc if I put on
ay Oil stole. T.tig is popi root, l•
theitlent of wi I ; es err.•
-s:eurretl its e ear cutly
fb•• rieriaLer S:3.4 a :r , • 3 et
55.114 aeioi.g lee e. t
tie car stable, wee /I OZN•t see
ielephoue up to my itionnee., look
in euy other cloth's mai Led is to
pay yen tor my fere this trio, se I'm
bri,ke.".--Boston Budget.
Crieoll Beare No Malley.
Long and intimately as I have known
him, in nud out et office, 1 here never
heard him speak one spiteful or mali-
cious word of any nate, anti uo matter
whet may have ben hie personal rela-
tions with teen, if their ve 55s on pub-
lic matters agree, eo-owration is cer.
min. The rancor and personality which
form so discouraging an element Ital•
ian polities have no place in Crispi's
nature.-W. J. Stillmut in Century.
Mow Quince Tags&
A quince is ahont the most worthless
thiug we know enything about It is
liot gond raw, and when preserved has a
taste thet reminds you ef an old maid's
kite. It is simply a suggeetion of some-
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WINTER is \KIND
FAIR FACES.
*Most worries hare a natural
dread of winter-ems cold winds
and damenees roughens ant.
chaps thrir skin. Many have
gained knowledge by experience
sad &Jar apply a list,.
POZZONI'S
POWDER
before going out It protects,
softer , and beautifies the com-
plexion, and then-lt is invisible
if h Is rightly need.
HAVE YOU EVER TRIED IT?
ALL DILLIOGISTn and
FA2f0T GOODS STORRS @JELL IT.
. L. DOUGLAS
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Over Om MIllios Peapie Wear UM
W. L. Douglas $3 & $4 Shoes
All our shoes are equally satisfactory
They rive the best value tor the money.
They equal custom alines In sty te •nd Ht.
ra-..a wearing quanta. are passed.
The prices sire stiffens, --stamped on amis.
From Si ti I ed over Mime makes.
11 your de:au Laubot supply you we ma Sold by






 BM 11111111MEMIM 1TONIC
NEVER FAILS TO CURE





fie it renames the c use.
Mote, be
Far Softer than most of the
ed • Taetel se" or ti weetened I units.
For (Aim Year a uoci e.
K.-K 0 its.;t1 e Tonto, 'hotel 0II
baying IT. and nothi es else.
150e. and $1.00 BOTTLES.
gar- sots by drorgmbi and Mer-










• Bad soda spoils good flour.




•• Only in packages.
• bearing this track 'stork mr-•
it costs no more than inferior package soda
-never spoils the flour-always keeps soft.
Beware of imitation trade marks and labels,
tad insist OD packages
•
• bearing these Wards-
•
ARM AND HAMMER SODA•
• male -n la CHURCH et co, New York. Sold re raters everywhere
•
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I bate bought the las gest, llftu dtiOUlebt
andi best smortnu.nt of
a;i--1,1=1'1Ft, XIV C31. ca,1c)1324
c-ver b ought to e. They will
I t. about Feb'y '5th WATCH FOR DATE
OF mPrVING




















A DREAM OF FAIR WOMEN.
We dreamed tf MINA
But sever karat
The 1.tim of harslet
Dreams come true,
than, for very pity's sake,
The ralrbank brut cointneueed to make
The hasp. that in our circuit"! we planned:
That eele•brated. well known bread-
CLA I RETIE
SOA P.
yr • •••• 4•0110.4l,








Priam Cut Half In T,, -
"The Palace"
ee tad re sy the never before heard of Bargains. 

















At 2tre Worth Medm sec - 1 es
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tamped Linens, Silk Floss, Linen Fringe, Silk Fringe. Silk Balls tee
nds of fumy work (TERMS CASH.)
MRS. ADA LAYNE,
or), npr %Tonto ..nd "t4in 14"
















Manufacturer and Importer of.-
ITALIAN MARBLE
COTC WEDE and the m0-I desirable EASTERN
GRANITE MONUMENT; TABLETS,
and STATUARY.
Alter 40 years experience we feel confident that ot
ttrueted to us will be executed a skillful
and artistic manner.









TEE Foltrx will take up for discussion, daring
1S95, an unusually wide range of timely and
important topics by the moist eminent writers
in the fielda of Politics, Finance, Sociology,
Literature, Religion, Art, and Science.
To read the Ferro Isle Seep on touch!
4115 the best thought et IA* Sty. 1
le be without the Force Is tilt IWO
iha last kelp to clear thinking.
A catalogne of the writer• who
 hays enistribated artistes to THE FORCIS la
, the past s• maid embrace pract
ically livery mail emineabe la Americo
, and moat
of tliowe in IP nrope. A of subject
s treated would earer is the 1•441004 degre
e all
topics of content poranrott• Interest. T H 
FORUM*. i• therefore of Inestimable Mame
eee ene eh, desires to keep closely Is touch with the best of 
turmoil tisane*.
THE FORUM PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Union Square, New York.
YATES'
mitre! JEWLELRY
OF MI ON 4PALACE!
AND THZ LATEST DESIGNS!
Call and Examine Stock
convinced.
11. Kitchen,
MAIN STREET.
MAIN STREET.
\
\ •
